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PREFACE

Hy interest in the subject of this study originated in 1965 when, as

a high school social studies teacher, observed that my students had

difficulty sustaining and extending analyses in classroom discus ions.

Their attempts at analysis suffered most when the topic of discussion

threatened, or had the potential for threatening, their belief and/or value

systems. The breakdowns in the analyses could usually be anticipated; they

were normally prec ded by student comments like Itthatls just a value judg-

ment, or that's just your opinion " or "this is a democracy, and I have

a right to believe what I want.

My attempts to solve this problem were originally organized around

this question: How can students be taught to extend analysis beyond the

point at which it is mist_ ary to Conclude that the problem i

matter of Values"? Or is it true that analysis cannot be extended beyond

that pOint?

Initial inquiries

"just a.

the natnre and function of values and valu g, and '(2) that a certain well

e tablished group of axiologisti are in sharp disagreement with most social

science educators regarding the nature and function of values and valuing.

Many social-science-educators seem_to be_say'Ang that mdtters of value_are

not ma.tters of fact; that valu Cannot.be inspe ted'for facttial empiri al,

"or:,qther:kinds,of vali4ity;-that4f_cannot-be said-that a'givea-value

either: warrantable or nnWarrantable; ic,that value, judgments rest , at leas
,



ulti ately, on untestable assumptions; that values are formed, and pt parly

in the affect, rather than the intellezt; that values have as much, if

no

re

-e, to do with feelings than with thinking; that values are only

atively valid; that values are arrived at subjectively.

A number of well-known, highly respected axiologists seem to be saying

just the opposite: that matters of value, excluding certain aspects of

aesthetics, are matters of feet; that values including moral, ethical

values, can be inspected for empirical/logical validity that Jrider certain

conditions it can be said of a given value that it is warrantable or un-

warrantable; that all values do not, by their nature, rest on Lntestable

assumptions; that value formation is properly an intellectual, rather than

emotional, matt

The realiz tion that social science educators and certain axiologists

were not in accord increased my interest in the matter, and a number of

general questions began to take shape in my mind:

1. What do social science educators mean when they use the word

"values"

What do soôal scIence educatorspropose regarding the

teaching of valu

What do s eial science educators propose regardirg the

ValUe jUdgMent"?

learning of values?

4. What are the implications of each position (social1 science

.

edue tion and-axiology) for-inquity?-
_

Preliminary-inquiry into these,questiOns-prodUeed,a humter

:specific-que tiona same tentatiie answers, and_Ithe-tbas:e'
-6

new, more



Chapter 1: LNTRODUCTION

Objectives of this study

The general purpose of this study is to examine valuation theories in

social science education. Specifically, this study is undertaken to

determine:

1. The nature and extent of disagreement among social science

educators about the nature and function of values, value

judgments and valuing.

2. The nature and extent of the disagree e t ,(if there is' any

between social science educators and an established group of

aologIrts regarding the nature and function of values value

judgments and valu-ing.

The extent to which social science education theorists and

cur iculum developers endorse valuation theories which are

(a) internally inconsistent, or (b) are antithetical to the

purposes of inquiry.

The extent to whi h new social studies curricula incorporate

valuation theories which are axiologically unsound.

Procedures

1. Identification of flta Sources. The data for this study will

consist of three typ s and will be drawn from as many sources:

(a)" The Marin-Social Studies Project has compiled_a "New.

r

SocialStudies:Bibliography" which contains-some 100

entriessof-PrOminen-cOntributiOns-to-social science
_

_

educatidnrliterature All the=booka in this'biblitl,
_

Sidney'iLester.,Were



examined for refer ncee to values value judgments,

valuation theories, etc. In addition, a list of

periodical articles on valuing has been compiled.

The list includes all the periodical publications on

values and valuing listed in the Education Index from

1955 through 1969.

(b) The curriculum materials examined in this study were

selected from those listed in thd Marin Social Studies

Project "Directory of Research and Curriculum Develop-

ment Projects in Social Science Education."

The third source of data for this study is the writings

of a group of well-respected axiologists, representa-

tive principals of which are Scniven, Lewis, Blackham

Moore, and Toulmin,

Data Collection. The data collected for this study w re drawr

from the three sources listed under (1) above. The data consist

of (a) definitions and descriptions of values and valuing which

(c

4

appear in social science educatiol literature and in the writings

the axiologists selected for this tudy, and (b ) rep esenta-

tive manifestations OE value theories in recently developed

'acicial.scienee -curriciilum materials.- _

P

. Data Analysis.,

,

a)is'The descriptions ,of valuingValuation:,theoriesi '.and
_L- 1

.

-_

_-, -

itegieS,forcdealing*ith-:ValUes-ftnind in-
s,prOposed

_

social cienteeducation IiteratureWereexamined-,f

_

.plirpes e s of deriving a classification , clime bywhich

-



the nature and extent of the disagree e (see #1

under Objectives of this study) among social science

educators may be revealed.

(b) The points of view represented by the classifications

were contrasted to the valuation theory of the

axiologists selected for this study.

The salient differences uncovered in Step (b) were

examined in terms of the purposes of inquiry. The

study was an attempt to determine whether, and if

to what extent the purposes of inquiry might be served

better by the valuation theories of the selected

axiologists than by the valuation theories commonly

found in social science education materials.

(d ) Recently developed social science curriculum materials

were examined for purposes of analyzing the valuation

theories incorporated in those materials. The study

was an attempt to determine the extent to which the

underlying valuation theories are axiologically un-

sound.

Need_for Study

:A number of edneatorS (and,auZa?tiologist- -Michael Scriven) have ex

pressed, either e plicitly- implicitly,-dissatisfaction with the valuation

_

formulas -found' in SOCial-,sdience
edneation-'Materialt.,-:-SdriVen= his retherked

.the ,'anai,ysia and=resOlUtm of-Vaiup-diSpUtes,
-ond'of the,most difficult _ntellectdaLprobleM4-

-, ,--
.

- -p-



that we ever put in front of the child in the

course of the entire curriculum.- A tremendous

job lies ahead of us in developing methods and

materials to teach teachers and children how to

deal with this complex matter." (1:127)-

Simon has argued that

"Past efforts in the area of values have too often

been clouded over by a spirit of rampant moralizing.

There has been the ponderoug tone of inculcation

and indoctrination. The, research in the field has

been over-concerned with counting, measuring, and

comparing...values. We have long needed a method-
ology which classroom teachers cdnuse which would
not be guilty of forcing one set of values upon all

students." (2:111).

argued, in the February 1970 issue of Social Education

6

that education

has yet to incorporate in social science materials epistemologically de-

fensible valuation methodologies; that comer' misconceptions about the

relationship between facts and values have worked their way into social

studies curricula and stunted the intellectual growth of the inquiring Child.

There is some empirical evidence in support of the claim that the efforts

of educators over recent years to affect the values of high school students

have been unproductive. Lawhead reports a study which attempted to measure

changes in student values between the freshman.and senior years in high

school. Getzels, who was involved as an experimenter in the study, explained

that "although we found a difference in the values of the industrial and

suburban 'achoels, -they were again- only riegli ible differencea betWeen the.
.

_. _

freshman and- the , senior's _,in :either, the indnstrial e-,suburban-schools.
_ ,

In Short on the average, Whatever-yalues_a-childtbroUghttwith-htliVhen-he

entered a particular:high, school, ha ,also .took away with him when-,he left

the high schoolnothing-gain's ,nothi,tig., lea Alothini'ehange
, --

eastforL-..-

f-valUes-'represented--in'
-

ument:- use
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One needs to be cautious in interpreting these results because the

causal connections between the school system and the formation of student

values are not.clear. In any event, it is unlikely that this finding is

evidence that schools are effective in changing student values.

Although few educators seem to agree on the models which ought to

replace those valuation schemes commonly found in social science curricula,

most authorities would agree with Baths that "...there is general confusion

about the meaning of the word value (4:35) and that modification of our

approach to the whole matter of values is needed. Most articles on the

subject InClude propoSals for change COixtelle,

Blakely, etc.)

Nowhere in the literatu et however,

Arnett, Beck, iBlackv

there a comprehensive descrip-

evaluation of the various proposed appr aches t

-neitherlieve the valuation iuethodo1ogie. in new social studies material§ been

the nearly-total_absence,_in

of reference to a single well-known axiolo

a. science

dy is undertaken to fill tho e gap : to provide currIculum

developers with (1) an analysis and evaluation of valuation methodologies

proposed by social science educators, (2) an assessment of the valuation

methodologies presently incorporated in new social studies materials, and

(3)-an-analy1c ap=well'asdeaCtiPtive -comparisen of-:the,valuatida-schemes,

Imroposed by4-educaters;-and -Ithose_proposedJT -a-men-known group7o_

-

axiolOgistS



Delimitations

The emphasis of this study is on the epistemological, rather than

psychological, aspects of valuing. While a psychological approach to the

study of values might be expected to entail the use of concepts like

"emotion," "openmindedness " and "authoritarianism," the application of

epistemological models to such a study requires such concepts as

"warrantability," "evidence," "assertability," and "justification." I am

not concerned here with the "growth and development" of value syste 5;

this is not an investigation of the psy0tological evolution of value systems.

Neither is this study oriented to the spciology of valuing no attempt is

made to relate specific values or evOn general value patterns to social

st tus, economic well-being, or o her euvronmental infl ences.

Further, this Study is not concerned with the evaluation of sPecific

value 'which- a member of any group-holds.: It is not myj)urpOse to identify,

analyze, criticize or defend any politica

values. The orientation-of this

social religious or economic

Atdy iS to the processes employed in making

Of course-it .caa be said as a qualification to the

belIefs about thecomperativevalidityutility

processes are values-in themselves, amiin that sense this is a study

specific values.

above, that
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DefiniAxins

Most articles on "values" and "valuing" do not contain explicit

defi itions of those terms. Perhaps it is because so much has been written

about values that many contributors to the periodical literature apparently

assume there is wide agreement on the meaning of the concepts "value' and

"valuing." The fact of the matter is there is very little agreement* of

those who do put forward explicit definitions one or two sUggest

definitions found elsewhere in the literature. Everydne seems to have his

own Conception of valuing, and there is :very little cross-referencing within

the literature.

Massialas for example, contends that a valu judgment is a "nor tive

judgment" and that the process of valuing consists of evaluating "actions

.or policies as good or bad on the basis of certain norts." (5:266) Douglas

thinks values he standards held by individuals or groups. (6:121)

Carey sug ests that a value is a subject appraisal of a situation, pro-

posal, or event' 7:181) while Engbretson submits that a value i

dire tive factor in -human behavior." '(8:259)

defin

Whether Engb etson

v:alUas to extend to and cover empirical value claims

means to

±not-made,

clear by the article. Regardless, the definition he gives would include

certain empirical beliefs as values, e.g. , the belief that antibiotics are

A

ineffective for treating kold viruses. Shaver, on the other hand, would

call such a belief an evaluation. Shaver-, a value is a criterion:

criteria -are -met

e7Criterial

making evaluations nvolves judging whether certain

iMport n

eking value judgments is a matter,of, deciding what

Df deciding what- is-_tri

-7
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These differences in defin tion are significant not only because

they cloud, at the outset the essential subject of this study, i.

values, but also because they anticipate one of the findings of this

research: there is confusion and disagreenent, among social science

educators, regarding the nature and function of values and valuing.

Further, these differences require that the operating definitions used

in this study be sufficiently broad to include most, if not all, of that

which social science educators are writing abont.

Therefore, by value I mean an assertable belief about the worth, good-

nes6, preferability of an object event, idea, act other phenomenon; by

valuation or valuing) I mean the act of determining the goodness or worth

of phenothena; by valuation model (or theory) I mean a system of processes

which can be employed deliberately for the purpose of, determining value.

Ethical claims then are included in his definition of "values" and

"astrelogieal charts qualify as valuation models

definition of valuation model

the

giVen here is broader than thosefound in

most epistemological texts. It is nece sary, h wev

'of this study in which a wide variety of conceptions_of-valuing'is_considerech

Oth r definitions were considered; they wer jected s:tmply_because they

would have eliminated from this study a great many points of view held by

_educatais-redo_ at least within edudation; as authorities en values.



Background,

It is worth noting that the subject of this study is not found

exclusively within education. The question, How should one teach valuing?

iS a derivative of the question, How should valuing be l_arned? And that

question is an immediate relation of the larger question, What is knowable?

and, How can that which is knowable be known? Consequently, the questions

upon-which this study is based lead to major disputes in theology,

epistemology, and other sciences, particularly the soial sciences.

Although it is not the purpose of this study to trace the question from

its occurrence in social science education to its roots in other fields

some description of the problem as it occurs in other fields should serve

as a context within which to view the disputes analyzed in this thesis.

The problem is much older than Bertrand Russell, Charles Beard,

Jules Ayer, and David Hume, all of whom decided the i sue in favor of some

brand of subjectivism. It is at least as old as modern theology, where the

genesis of the problem is found in such questions as: What is religious

uth? How can religious truths b known? Can

Of what utility

ex: stence

religious truths be known?

ledge of God?

objective one? and so dn. These qu
.

es are far oved

,

from the questionsL Can the value of X be-known? Can the value of X_be

objectively;:-_rationally determined? -Is the-world of_value eo tained by
_ _

tne world of fact?) Indeed, the question may be asold as Christianity--
_

perhaPS'older It1s -of some intereet:;_thaSUs-declared; '_4_,thank-thee,_-_
_

;Father,- l.or0 of-heaven-and
earth;-that-thou-hast-hidden these things om-

A4 , _

-

the wise-and_understanding and-reVealed'theM-to babes:" Matthew-11:25)
,._,_ _



er that declaration is a presage c)A modern subjectivism is perhaps

ortant, and certainly not.easily answered. t is not impossible,

er, that that point of view was the early paving of the way for

"Why do Christians make use of their natural wisdom and under-

i-g, seeing it must be set aside in matters of faith, as not only

nderstanding LI 6 striving against them?" (9:4)

Although Calvin sees reason as having an important place in deciding

ious questi ns, it can be.shown that he supp rted .Luther in the belief

reason is not enough to find God. (10:46) Apparent support for

r's position comes from Kierkegaard who believed that God is "kno n"

inwerdlyv through revelation. But Kierkegaard was not an anticipation

dern subjectivis_

"This does not mean for Kierkegaard that there
are no truths that are independent of the
knower....All the facts of life and history
exist in time and space independently of being
known by any particular individual. Above all
God Is what he is, and he di& what he did for
man's redemption whether anyone believes it or
not. In the moral realm it does not mean that
each individual' man is the measure of all
things and that beauty is only in the eye
the beholder; there are ethical universals
binding on all men." (11:139)

This is, of course, the trap the objectivist hopes will ensnare the

crivist: the,00ncession that questions are "decisional " as Aiken

put- it---rather than analytic;-that-the-indiyidual_ _ _ , _ _

ltimate

rion of truth. But Kierkegaard believed that the question, Is there

is an objective question, but that-,neither the_tools'of logic nor

icism are suitable for revealing Cod's'Presence
_-2

Kerkeard' sub tiis _nsists,,primarily, :then,
_
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God occurs inside, rather than outside, man, and rejects the objectivists'

approach simply because his t aditional subject -atter has popularly been

understood as that which is external to man. Kietkegaard's position does

not, however, sum up to abject subjectivism because he does not believe

that God's exi tence is dependent upon man's assertion that He exi ts; he

does not believe that God is merely an -tension of-man; he does not

believe that God's existence needs to be treated i7 the same way one

might treat an: aesthetic question. And .thes are. some of the-mark- of

subje tivism. The thorough-going subjectivist rejects-altogether the

idea of a firm reality independent of man--the autherity of reason is very,

limited because reality i that whieh each man beJ Ives it to be, especially

in. ethic and metaphysics.

The denial' td God- of.a real_self-exi_ enceis so much suggestive Of

a.subjectivisti -conception _of- the .problem 'that one-begin to-wo der-

whether_in an attempt to avoid the obvious contradictions. of

and at the same time defend against the bjectivists'

subje rism

ck F uerbach

does not entangle himself in contradictions. God, according t

has ne real self-existence apart from

are

-ectivity, o

skeletal outlines

subjec

Feuerbach,

God theman; yet neither is

(13:199) Perhaps what seem to

a new domain whichis neither

be contradi tions

ubje -tive r

objective. Feuerbach,rejects-thelnetion_that_lGod,is whatever-d
_

_

.

Him to be; -On that eount Feuerbach s-subjectivity is_not anti-objectivity.

God is part:-;of_man',which:cannot:be-thOught,-
_

----man--7yet s,rea

-,_snbjeetive,,:.hnt

_

independently, of__
_

,thht God is internal, andonly in that-sense
_ _

-,-,-

man-.'and-Go i-Whi'vICFeuerti-a-dh".-IntendedTto-,,establish-,--- e..--.discovery,
7.

, , _ , ,

..,,,
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another domain? But perhaps such a far-reaching

explanation is unnecessary:

"His (Feuerbach's) first conception was represented
by The Essence of Christlanity_. In this work
Feuerbach saw God as the result of man's abstraction
from the cl-_aracteristics of human nature--particularly
the characteristics of the human race as a whole--
and the subsequent establishment of this abstraction
as a real entity. Men looked about them, saw that
their ideals of perfection were, not realized in
particular human beings, and, supposing that these
ideals must be realized in some being', created a
God; in doing this they overlooked the fact that the
locus of these ideals--justice, truth, love--was
indeed apart from individual human beings, but was
in the lauman race as a whole, not in a superhuman
divinity.'' (14:9-10)

It does not follow f-om the denial of .the conception,of-God as a,

superhuman divinity that any other cbtleption of God Must be deriVed or

believed in subjectively.. The_abst action Is real-.-it hap objective,.

though_perhaps

In the eyes

not corporeal _validity-

of the scientists, háwever,

exonerate Feuerbach. The strict

there ame-Plipp

is is not nearly enough to

empiricist will be quick to

e in Feuerb ch cas . the obje tivis
-

testbxs-=:case, at least forthe moment on.7e t is conceded
-

_

direOt-answersto-the qUestion Is there_a God e mUtually_

there either is or there IsnTt, and unlike the matter

-e-eMiiiiitist-there i ,on-ly one
IT

-

--the- position-that,i

ghtànswer

point out that

is-::wil1ingi to

that any two

excl ive:

a. cream,flavo

hold firm to

=certain

'611:e

-1
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Further, if there Is any reason to believe in God, that reason must not

only be objective, but demonstrable--any claim to the existence of God must

stand the test of empirical, logical, scientific scrutiny, just as any other

assertion.

This scientific, rationalistic view had a marked effect upon the

Church. The threat of science forced the Church into subjecti.vism:

"...the emphasis upon the inward (and incEvidual)
experience was often such as to make religious
authority wholly subjective. Thus, t'he final

court of appeal becomes one's own reason, conscience
and intuition; the witness of the scriptures, of
the creeds and traditions of the church, and of the
existing Christian community, becomes subordinate
to one's individual religious insight." (15=223)

Neither Kierkegaard nor Feuerb ch believed that the final court of appeal

is one's own reason because reason whether it occurs within the individual

or serves as a structure for dialogue within the community is irrelevant

revelation. It is not-so much that reason Is antithetical to faith,

although it may interfere with. attempts at.successful reception of .grace,

-as it is irrelevant. Refe ence to a -" ourt

de

decisiOn

f appeal"' is suggestive

be made; but one does not make any decisions; there are no

ions to be made. God is received, not elect d. On other matters

reason, says Kierkegaard, is quite useful, and questions, even ethical

ence is not

the ultimate authority:--reason-is Fu thermo is absUrd speik

-of-,one ' Tn-reason4 Reason- not:prope '-prIV- -and
,

--
here -are-n15' Ihrakids ,l'ogic ason ro -Man :4i1 -thesam-

.

_ ,

geometry

.:r,easen.,! --refer-
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These theological disputes about knowing, then, if not the precursors

of the value disputes in social science education, t least parallel the

arguments about teaching and learning values in education. The historical

connections may be slim, or pe haps even nonexistent. And even though

the disagreements in education are not as intricate or elusive as the

theological disputes, they are both configur tions of the same fundamental

que tions.
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Related Studies

To my knowledge, there has been no attempt to contrast valuing theories

popular in education to those promoted by the axiologists selected for this

study. Of course a great many studies on other aspects of values instruction

have been undertaken. The demand for changes in the current approaches to

values instruction has become overwhelming in the last ten to fifteen years

(Abrahms, 1965), (Bain, 1958), (Bond, 1970), (Scriven, in Morrissett, 1967),

(Dahlke, 1962), (Emil, 1965), Gayer, 1964), and (Stoltenberg, 1963). Studies

on the relationship between values and scholarship (Battle, 1957), (Brazziel,

1964), and (Grande, 1967), and on the relationship between values and Critical

thinking (Bledsoe 1955) and on the relationship between values, gnilt snffe

ing and conscience (Henry, 1963) have been condneted Despite the abundance

of material on the subject,:despite the many studies Mblehiceunt,

classify, and note changes in

the questions raised in this study . In fact, the literature is almost completely,

devoid of reference to any of the axiologists whose views are reported here

student -alues, there has been n6 treat

(The exception ia.Michael;ScriVen, and he is largely responsible for bringing

_

-the questionsTyraised in this stndy ,to my attention). -However, Kelly-recently., .

completed an analysis of valuing strategies proposed by social science educators
a

and an analysis of textbooks whih reflect those proposals, and although our
n

specific_findings are different, our 'general_concluSions,,seem to be'the same:

cuirently,popular valuing strat-egieIs_are-inadequateelley',--7:10,707Fureher,'
. _

are,:mutualleeneeined',thathat,isneeded'isarmorel_fully-developed,-_
--,,,And.:thormAghlySyste atie approadh7to,va ue=,-issues

_

'are_a'.:good in
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Hunt, 1968) Oliver, 1966), (Rich, 1968), (Scriven, 1966) ichaelis, 1965

Order of Presentation

Chapter 11, which follows immediatelyi

classifications derived fronl the review of

and-periodical literature. The purpose of.

Major theories around which social science

consists of a description of the

the social gdi education book

the revIew was to id n ify the

educators have groliped the ekves;

to sort out what appear to be the distinctive values instruction proppOals

for which there is some support among educators.

distinguished from ch other.

The classifications are

Chapter III =sets forth the views of the aXiologists selected for this

study, and chapter IV is an analysis of the views of the educators contrasted

the views of the axiologists. Chapter V is an analysis seven recently.

developed cial studies curricila in term of the findings of the p e eding

chapters, particularly chapter IV. The final chapter presents the finding

conclusions of this study, and recommends a number of problems for further
11

investigation.



Chap er THE CLASSIFICATIONS

The purpose in developing the following cl ssification was not

quantify educators' views on valuing. That is, the purpese was not to d er-

mine the frequency of various views, or the percentage of educators who

support one approach rather than another. The pUrpose waa to identify the
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major "theories" around which social science educators have grouped them-

selves; to sort

for which there

Moat of the

out what appear to be the -_ajor value teaching proposals

is some supp-rt among educators.

materials reviewed, all of which are listed in the biblie-

graphy, were unclassifiable because although they ay have 'contained

references to values and valuing, there was rib reccmmendation either

explicit or implicit, for teaching or learning values. Nany of the articles

reviewed consisted of r p rts Of research expe iments in which .,pecific

values were counted, or measur d, or explained in terms of various

environmental influences which may have been donduciveto

etc. Others were

of students. Othe

than they have bee

digtress aignal

tudies of changes in

heir development,

alues among specifi_ populations

were exhortations to teach value ore -ffectively

taught in the past. A number of articles were simply

warnings that education is failing to provide effective

instruction in values All of these were eXcluded from this study for the

same reason: they did not set forth, either explicitly

-theories or modela::'0f valuing which coad, be

arranging instruction in valuing.

Journal articles on

eluded for two reasong:

recommended ,as paradigms .'for

valuing as it applies to art criticism were ex-
)

(1) the philosophical p-oblems of aeitheti

valuing do not fall within the scope-_of_this paper,- and (2) only those

_ -

articles which directly, or very Clearly indirectly,_bear on social
_ _

studies or social-studies values'were-classified; I haVe-been_conte
-f

/,

-,-

-here with that portion of the literature.whithinfluences the thinking
_

ed



of social science educators. This meant of course, that the data for

this study could not be drawn from Social Educat1oi and Social Studies

exclusively; journals like Childhood Ed ca

20

The Mer!1,2Lq=2,
Clearing House and the like contain articles on social scie ce curricula.

Following are the ten categories, with descriptions and instantiations

of each.
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Category I: The Universals School

The major characteristic which distinguishes this school of thought

from the other nine is the belief that students should come to adopt a

number of basic conclusions about what is good. The conclusions are

selected and incorporated into the curriculum by the educational insti-

tution, and presented in much the same way one presents school rules

which govern student conduct. Adherents to this line of thought

cu tomarily propose a list of generalizations, or "unTversals," stated,

depending upon the educator, in varying degrees of generality. No,.: in-

frequently, the list consists of concepts, e.g., "honesty," with che

plication that one is to teach (ar learn) the conclusion,"Honest3 is good"

or "One ought to be honest." Millis for example, is emphatic aoout the

need for teaching personal integrity and respect for others:

"That the school should teach the fundamental,

traditional skills is, of course, obvious. They

must also teach the democratic values of personal
integrity and respect for others." (16:244)

Millis says nothing about the way in which students are to learn Tpersons4

integrity and respect for thers nothing is

students are to absorb:those values

Estvan argues that

aid about the Immy _La which

proper purpo e of social studies is to pre erve

"core values " (17:56-57) The core values of which he speaks are "democratic

principles" (17:57) and although he suggests no comprehensive list for

social studie curicUla, he does offer "r

'welfare, and the use

studie

gard for the individual, g roup

eason" as examples of core values which

may legitimately strive to "ensure " (17:57)

the social

Drummond 'argues thated dators do, and must, -decide which.values to teach.

He lists six-generalized values as suitable guides to making decisions about
-

24



what to teach:

"It seems to me...that we want our children to be

loyal to country and'mankind, to be literate, to be

creatively imaginative, to be healthy, to be thougLt-

ful, to be courageous." (18:11)

Fraenkel argues that "our culture is so pluralistic, any attempt to

develop one set of values as the set which all individ als should hold

seems doomed to failure from the start." (19:457) Still, the school is

responsible, according

is...what values do we

then submits a list of

td Fraenkel, for selecting values: "The question
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want to develop in our students?" (19:457) Fraenkel

14 generalizations and suggests that it is a list

which "one may find...difficult to object to." (19:457-458)

A similar position is heldloy BainHwho says,"We have tenaciously held

to the ideal of liberty and'have endeavored to protect our freedoms by

clarifying the values which should be Imintained in order to ensure it."

(20:400) What Bai- means by " Iarifying"is not made clear in the.articIe

although one is encouraged, given the whole of the essay, that he means

more than simply what the word 'clarify" literally conveys. Bain wants

values larifted, eems

them. Bain then refers

so that students will understand and believe

a list of -values (generalizat.i.ons) prepared by

the Educational Policies Comm

-,bes ..,29i400)

on and specifies those which h "likes

Gayer argues that with regard-to teaching-American values, "the nature

of even the most democratically administered authority is such that when

neither party is-persuadecOed the-rightneSs:Of the other's
view,-the

decision of the oneA.n authority prevails for that s what it-means
_

to
-

b in-authority." (21:46) Although Gayer doesn't_present a list of values

for schools, he gives the distinct impression that it is the school's
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(or society's) responsibility to select the values to be taught:

"Values can be explained to our pupils, and the

enforcement of them justified...Within the limits
of the mandatory, we can extend as much as possible

the area in which we invite the.pupil to use his own

judgment and decide en a course for himself."*

(21:46)

Heffernan also proposes a list of values to be taught, and specifies

"Al- principle and quality of human freedom," "the affectionate and mutually

supporting relationships which make a worthy family unit" and "wholesome,

happy shared experiences" as values which the teacher ought to continually

"emphasize." (22:247)

Wimpey's view is that the educator must decide on "acceptable values"

and then simply find the most effective way of_teaehing their' (2:290)

and Smith contends that "the mature, adult members of any society dare

not turn, for whatever reason, from the responsibility of indu ting the

young successfully into the value system they wish to sustain and ektend

if the core values of that society are to be preserVedi.t the lives of i s

people." (2445)

important

educators -grouped

the listed value

o note by .thehat the lists of values p_t f rwar

n Category I are not merely topical-guide- Nor are

reeorAmended subjects for. Inquiry, questions- for analysis

or the like. The possibility chat the various values listed might be

approached as material suitable for analytic inquiry is not entertained

by Cate,ory I educators. Values are--and there is from the viewpoint of

Category I educators, apparent y_no-Other word-lor values, and

*Though Gayer alludes; here,_-to providing-studentS with-freedomin value

learning;--he-was classified.--1niCategoryI4-instead of Category the

basis Of-his reference,to_,Pauthority,""enforcement" and "the mandatorY."
,



they must be "absorbed" (Millis) 'preserved" (Estvan) or "en
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(Estvan) o "developed" (Fraenkel) or "maintained" (Bain) or "emphasized"

(Heffernan). The writings of these educators are totally free of the

language of inquiry or ei_taly__si._a; the student, as Smith put it, is to be

"inducted" into the core values of society. Although very little is said

about the specific strategies the teacher ought to employ in teaching the

specified values, it is difficult to understand how a teaching approach

conducive to inquiry would be consistent with the obj4ctives of this kind

of values instruction. The students' role is to acquire the values pro-

moted in the curriculum, not decide whether such acquisition is desirable

or justified. This does not preclude some kind of active participation in

the learning process; it i ply means there are limits, i.e., the pre-

sc ibed values, beyond which the student is no encouraged to inquire.

Gayer makes the point explicitly, and I quote him again:

"Within the limits of the mandatory, we can extend

as much as possible the area in which we invite the

pupil to use his own judgment. " (21:47)

Whether the other educators in Category. I are aware o :it or not, this

approach to valuing is consistent with and seems to follow from their

conception f values.

Fraenkel is the exception. He endorses both a specific set of value
conclusions and free inriniry'into value preblems_.-_

I
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Category II Decisional Valuation

This catego y is characterized hy the belief that students ought to be

free to make their own value decisions. While the prominent emphasis of

Category I positio s is on identifying sets of values the student will be

required to learn, the emphasis of Category II positions is on providing

students with decision-making freedom. Some of the educators grouped in

Category II have, like those grouped in Category I, put forward lists of

values. These lists, however, are of open-ended topics or questions.

While Category I proponents are concerned with teaching students that it

is good, for example, to be honest, Category II educators are interes ed

in providing students with opportunit es for deciding whether it is good

to be honest :(hon ty! vs. honesty?). Gib on has commented that "The

advent of pr greSsiVe education:launched a trend toward enceureging±atudents

to arriVe at their own conclusions with respect to so ietal values;:. Many

feel that this positi n is sound and actually-reflects what is taking place

in the classroom. (25:26-27)

Edwin Fenton distinguishes between

"Procedural values involve a way of thinkin

edural and substantive" val

central to

tudents may be legitimately required, according

di cipline."

Fento

employ dieeplipe_proceeses Which-are negesserv .imauj,r
_

'11.f atdent-
_ - _

defends his prejudices with Father's emcathedra pronouncements from the

dinner table, he should be required to search fur better evidence." (26:18)

But such is not the case with nonprocedural yvalues, values-Which do not-

claim the appropriateness of some process:

_

,Gibson=isquoted here not -begaUSe he endorses decisional valuation;_in

fact he -rejectsit. Rather, he.A,squoted here because he_describes,

however brieny, what is-meant:by-decisional valuation



"But substantive values are another matter. We are

among the world's most pluralistic. societies. Our

population stems from every cranny on the globe; our

religious and our political faiths span the entire

spectrum. Diverse value systems accompany this plu-

ralism. Among some American religious groups, divorce

is anathema; yet serial monogamy has become a way of

life in the entertainment world...We cannot give

teachers the right to tell children that one set of

values underlying these diverse behaviors is correct

for everyone." (26:18)

Fenton's position is more than an objection to the sort of values

instructIon popular among Category I educators; it is,,at least implicitly,

a denial of what mtght be called rational determinism, the idea that if

one is held responsible to certain rational processes it is.inconsistent

to free him entirely from the responsibility of using thew properly. But

Fenton has made such a denial only if he b lieves that one can use those

p ocesses to analyze value problemS. And on that poin , because of his

of the words "inculcate" and "think," we are left in doubt:

"Rather than try to incuZcate (italics mine) a
single set of values in all students, a number of

social studies projects challenge students to think

about the implications of alternative values under-

lying public policies...Instead of striving for
unanimous agreement, the teacher invites each student

to think about his position, either to change it if
he finds it distasteful or to hold it at the end of

the excercise with its implications clear and with new

evidence marshalled in support."

Fenton is not easily understood on this matter, and his use of the word

distasteful in the above is of little help in sorting out his position.

The word distasteful is suggestive of a subjective approach ro value

issues, an approach that:is_not,a part_of what he-has-called "a way f
-

thinking central to _discipline." (26:18)At-interesting'question here-is'_

whether Fenton has taken a position which is analogous to saying, I in'ist 7
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that you follow these procedures in computing probabilities; of course

you are free to come up with whatever answer you fe l is right." For if

rational pro esses are applicable to value problems, one cannot, and

the same time be consistent, after having insisted on the proper use of

the tools of analysis, accept whatever is put forward as a product of an

analys.:s. But I am getting ahead of myself. This section of the study

is meant to be a description rather than an analysis, of social science

educators views, and I ask the reader to excuse the jigression.

Fraenkel is critical of systems because of which "either deliberately

or ay default, students receive their values fr m a source outside themselves.

They acquire what 'society' deems to be important rather than determining

this for themselves." (19:460) Like Fenton, Fraenkel is not precisely

clear on this matter, partly because the phrase "determining this for

can be takenthemselves" is open to at least two

reference to relativism

person reviewing it

interpretations:

(the.validity of any.argument

r as a reference to

is dependent.upon

"decisionalism" (in

the

the end, each

person does, should or ought to nake up his own mind, without interference

from anyone or anything) The latter seems the more likely of the two

interpretatiofiS,-and for that reason Fraenkel was placed in this category

(as well as some others). Even if that interpretation is accurate, however

the matter is not cleared up. FOr while"Fraenkel seems to-be saying-here

that students ought to be free to make decisions themselves, elsewhere in

and psychological_ nse

.

_

the same article=he remarks-Ahat=',Thus,.it would .9eem to make'both logical

devise a number of instructional strate ies
7-

which teachers can use to influence value development i direction which
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If Fraenkel means that some mixture of these not altogether consistent

approaches to value instruction is what is needed, he falls to give any

advice as to the right proportions.

Jeffreys suggests that "the wod teacher can (and indeed must) reveal

his opinions on matters of moments but also can and should cherish ehe

pupil's freedom to do his own thinking about what is offered to him."

(27:376)

Lang argues tha ..valuing, then, is a personel'process ii

dividuals learn to make choices and they themselves are the only ones who

have the 'right' answers to questions of value..." (28:124)

Rath devotes an entire article to "a strategy for helping children

develop their own values. (29:509)

which in-

and

Hunt and Metcalf make two comments relevant to this po nt:

"The role of a democratic teacher...is not to strive

to make students agree with him on all value judg-

ments. A value judgment that is in harmony with my

basic character may not be in harmony with yours, and

your basic character may be as good as mine." (30:141)

"Ultimately, every student'has to decide whether his

basic character is'to be democratic-reflective in its

central values. Such a decision is highly personal."
Whether they (students) choose to snh'scribe to a

democratic nhilosophy!-i their decision to make."(30:141)

And Wells argues that students oughtflto be free to iliketheir own value

decisions because when it comes.to-values there a e no "authoritieT:4.",(31:54)
_ ,

Hemming-argues that .a child g-rewing-up in_a_-ehanging society-meeds
-_

select between alternatiVes and values_;and=accept-db his=standac14-whiehever--_.- _

_ _

. --

seems the More 'worthWile." (32:83) Gordon says'that "having_to-Aoose
-

among valuisAs inevitable 'Sdience cannot-tel] us-what to value It-can
_



only help us with the realization of the values we have subjectively

chosen." (33:32)

Rich has had this to say:

Rich'

"If the individual wishes to maintain moral
automony (sic), he may seek factual data bearing
upon the decision to be made, as well as various
moral evaluations from knowledgeable persons,
but the final choice must be his own, made after
weighing and appraising the evidence.. He can of
course decide not to weigh the evidence but to
act on what he 'feels' is right. He can make an
existential choice whose correctnes's can be eval-
uated later during the process of moral justifi-
cation." (34:102)

ion is also difficult to understand, principally because o
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his use of the word "can" in the sentende, "Re can of course decide not to

weigh the evidence but to act

by that "legally entitled" or

wh t he 'feels is right ' If he means

capable of" then Rich probably do

belong in this category. If he means

not

Is justified then he does deserve

placement in. this group because he ha argued that one is justified in

weighing evidence but simply making a "decision" based on s me feeling.

Simon Is more explicit and, consequently, easier to unders and:

"There uould seem to be no more individualistic facet
of a human being t an his personal va ue system, for

it Is his values,,rfinally, which give him the stars
by which he steers his life."

"Basically, the process of value clarification involves

the following elements: students values are 'elicited,
often through the-use of some highly"provocative Or
controversial material. The students are,helped to
examine their,value-ordented,statements through a
'series of clarifying questionw.- It IS then left Up to
-the student, to ultimately,ellminate, add to, or change

-some value tyPe response,he has_made.

not

atudent-alsahas _theloption_of-Aoini:nothing-.



Finally, there is Shaver who, relying on Charles Beard for part of

his position, says

...empiricism has no way of evaluating a value
without positing value or setting:up a frame of

value." (1:120)

Given this, Shay r then concludes that

"The emphasis upon important Conflicting values will
often cause students to shift positions. Note that

this is a personal decision. The teacher obviouslY
cannot tell the student where he shold shift.!',(1:122)

The characteristic Common to the educators grouped in Category II, then,

is the belief that students must be free to make their own. decisions. None

of the educators g ouped in Category II mentions a singla rectrant or

kind of restraint on the student.: neither rel gion, nor s cial mores,

nor the school_board nor curriculum guides,nor the teacher, norr-and

thia is of particular IMPortante-rreason:sh ulAbe allowed to interfere

with the student'o right to make up his own mind about value questions.
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Ca egory III: The Fact-Value Separation

The belief that students should be free to "make their own value

decisions" derives, at least partly, from another belief: tha there

is a difference between "facts" and "values"; that there is no logical,

empirical procedure for validating value judgments; that the gap between

what is and what ought to be cannot be closed by reason; chat statements

about what ought to be cannot be logically or empirically derived from

statements about what is. This conception of the diseinction between

matters of "Is" and matters of "ought" is contrary to the notion that the

statement "Law X is a bad 1 w" is as much an "is" statement as it is an

"ought" statement. Adherents to this view are inclined to view the world

of value as apart from reality.

The view which separates tbe world of fact from the world of value was

argued by Feigl at the Purdue Conference:

At the same,con

addfl a wrinkle

"Nothing could be more interesting and more important

than the evaluations that individual people and cer-

tain groups of people make. But such judgments are

not made by social scientists qua scientists. Eval-

uation depends ultimately on personal commitments

and is not derivable from factual statements alone "

(1:17)

er-nce, Shaver made essentially the same point. Shaver

of his own however, .e. , a distinction between valui

and evaluating:

"I- also want to make a distinction between making
.

evaluations or evaluating and ,tna10.n.g
Evaluating, Or:making evaluation, involves judging

'whether certain criteria are-Met.- It is basically

-an- empirical process.- -It includes,,for exaMple, . the

scientists 'comparison of- data .against the standards

of investigation';- pr, at a higher, Conceptual, level, .

'deciding whether hypetheala: iS 'to-be_accePted' or
r

ejected at a. given- level 'of- probabilmtyi- Making ,-



and,

value judgments is a matter of deciding what the
criteria should be; that is, of deciding what is

right, or what is important." (1:117)

"I maintain, as Professor Feigl pointed out that

there is no empirical procedure for such decisions

unless a value or values are assumed." (1:117)
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Oliver and Shaver are of similar mind, as evidenced by "Teaching Public

issues in the High School " a book which they co-authored:

"It is important to distinguish between factual

issues or beliefs, which are subject to the methods

of objective verification, and values or valuations,
which require a different kind of analysis and

justification." (35:23)

Fenton is not as explicit on this question. His comments that it i

inadvisable to "try to inculcate a single set of substantive values in all

students" (26:19) his reference to the affective domain in which the

development of attitudes and values takes place (26:17), and the distinctions

he draws between "values, inquiry skills and knowledg encourage one to

infer that he separates, to some degree, matters of fact from matters of

value.

Fenton is by no means unique in this respect. Perhaps it is because so

many educators agree that there is a difference between factual consider-

ations and judgments of value that few contribut rs to the literature

treat the matter explicitly. In Fenton's case, the inf rence that he sees

a difference b twe n facts a d values seems warranted; if he believes that

the results of inqui ids.into questions of Value maY be regarded in mneh

the same way one regards inquiries into questions of a strictly mplrical

nature and if he believe& that social:scien e,value questions are, in Many,

many instances empirical, logical and objective (as pposed to subjective,

preferential or decisional)- then he-would not class fy values as material
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for the affective (as opposed to cognitive) domain. For the two are

s mewhat inconsistent views. Neither would Fenton separate values and

knowledge, if this were his view, because the outcome of an inquiry into

a question of value would carry the same authority as an inquiry in, say,

physics.

Lawson qual fies for Inclusion in this category by suggeSting that

"At present, the writer believes that neither

philosophy, nor science can make final statements

in the value field. One feels valties, but is it

possible to apply methods that offer verification

for value stateleents? It appears that such state-

ments are not provable--not by logic, by mathe-
matical fcrmula, by science or by any other available

means. As some logical positivists have pointed out,

verifiability does not lie with claims of ethical

values, moral values or aesthetical values, nor does

ie seem possible to make statements of demonstrable

truth about ultimate truths." (36:91)

There is a tentativeness about Lawson'o position on this question, and

interestingly he reports in a following paragraph, that the writer

finds that he cann t escape the compelling att action of the questione that

axiology offers." (36:91)

Green is equally explicit on the question, but gives no ind cation of

b ing somewhat undecided:

"The tested and intellectually responsible methods

of inquiry cannot help us very much where the really

significant existential problems are concerned."* (37:416

'Goldmark also sees a differe

The language we use to express values is the language

opinion. We use'such Words as most'important, best, geod,

right, and should. The language of assumption ia the

language of facts.' Assumptions are stated in the_fere 'x

is, Y.' Thus if a value is sta ed as 'The federal government

*Greenuses the words "existan ial problems and.the.words moral prob-

lems" to mean the .ea e- thing.
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should pass laws to protect the voting rights

of the Negroes,' the assumption is 'Federal laws

do protect voting rights.' The value statement

expresses opinion; the assumption statement states
what is believed to be a fact. It can be seen, in

this example, that the assumption is open to doubt

and questioning and, therefore, open to reconstruction."

(38:

There is, according to Goldmark, a language of facts and a language of values

because there is, equivalently, a world of fact and a world of value.

Sanders whose book "glaaEaREA2T1.5_" has been among the more popular

recent publications, asserts that

"By values we refer to objects or situations or

activities which are liked or desired or approved

by human beings. Facts can be determined to be

true or false, but values cannot. We endorse
democratic values in this nation, although neither

inductive nor deductive logic can proVe that they

are best." (39:143)

Unlike some educators, Sanders seems acutely aware of the claimed need for

the distinction between facts and values:

"One of the lessons to be learned in evaluation is

that facts and values are not the same and should

not be treated alike in reasoning. This lesspn is

most difficult for the person who holds values to
be absolute and who has great confidence In the truth

of his values. As a minimum, he must learn that...

values cannot be proven to be true by logical or

scientific process." (39:143)

In the preceding section (see Category II: Decisional Valuing) I suggested

that the belief that students must be free to make their own value decisions

without any kind of interference is a response to ,the absolutist approach

to values inst uction. Here, in ander_'. comment, is evidence that the

fact-value distinction Is a part of that reaction, for, according to.

Sanders, who may we expect to react most strongly to the claiM that values

cannot be p yen.. "? The one who 'holds values to be absolute "(39:143)



Carey argues that we need not eschew valuing simply because science

has no business making "pro ouncements as to what is right or proper."

(7:181) If not for the reason that questions of value are not matters

of fact why would Carey insist that "teachers should describe the

economic situation and make people aware of the alternatives and their

consequences, but.. efrain from ethical pronouncements as to what is

right' or 'proper'"? (7:181)

Bauer's comment that teache s must not tell studeAs which of sever 1

data about an event a e most important because to do so "would be to feed

them the results of someone else's value judgments as if Chey were ob-

jective data" indicates a belief in the commonly made distinction between

facts and values. (40:44) That comment is also suggestive of the extent

to which the distinction between facts and values can be pushed. Although

none of the educators reviewed in this study carries the distincti n

much farther than does Bauer, it would seem to follow from the aelief

that judgments about the relative importance of several data arc subjective

that even the selection of problems to work on is subjective. So too

would be the decision to work on any problem at all and so on back to

Noah's Ark. (Shaver comes closest to propo ing a limit to implications

of this di tinction e Shaver's distinction between valuing and evalu-

ating (1

limit

117)], ana in a later

does hcild back the'flood.

are not factual considerations.

ection of this study we shall see whether that

implications of the belief that values

Carpenter argues 'that educators should "etress values as well as the

.

_acquisition of aubf0qt matter and in so doing sugge however vaguely,

that there is a difference between factual considerations and judgments
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of value." (41:21)

Massialas uses Krathwohl's explanation of the affective domain to

introduce a section on the measurement of attitudes and values, and

suggest that 'preoe upation with imparting knowledge, coupled with the

relative difficulty of measuring growth in the area of values, partly

accounts for the erosion or the neglect of the affective objectives."

(42:269)

Other contributors to the literature have expressed this fundamental

belief in the difference between facts and values in a variety of ways:

"Man is not only a knowing organism; he is also a
valuing organism." (43:7)

"...it is a mistaken inference to suppose that since

there are authorities in matters of fact, there are

authorities in matters of values." (31:54)

"There is belated awakening to the fact that know-

ledgeiis not enough." (44:289)

"The psychologist has to begin to concern himself
withpreparing him (the student) to meet con--
tingenties and crises that call'for value judgments

rather than facts or logic " (45:145) .

"A statement of fact is a statement reporting actual

events and objects, telling how something actually
Is; and a value judgment is a statement telling how

the world ought to be. More simply, statements of
fact pertain to the world of faCts, and value
judgments pertain to the world of value." (46:196)

"...any educational system which is built on a
theory of-knowledge must-specifically deny -value

as d'prime motivating factor, and this is surely an
absurdity." (47=92)
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Category I Analytical Valuatio

Within education, proponents of the view that the commonly made

distinctions between facts and values, and the i plications of those

distinctions, are invalid are relatively few in number. The view that

value judgments are in many instances empirical, logical jud2ments is

unpopular. Nevertheless, there are those who contend that even though

value judgments are sometimes arrived at subjectively, they should not be;

that the methods of empirical and logical analysis can be applied to

questions of value; that value conflicts can be resolved--or at least are

resolvable--in substantially the same way strictly empirical claims are

settled; that excepting certain kinds of formulations i volving psycholog-

ical reports and matters of aesthetics, value judgments are verifiable even

those which, for lack of evidence, have not yet been verified; that the

distinction between facts and values can only be made in specific problem

contexts and that usual applicati n of the fact-value distinction and the

implications whih follow from those applications are invalid. This view

maintains that most value problems in social science are not personal or

subjective. Rather they are properly subject to wide-open, scientific

investigation. Further, according to this view, valuation is not

decisional; that is determining the value of some phenomenon no

requires a decision than does, say, summing numbers .

nor

One calculates the-

sum of a series of numbersand one analyzes and evaluates a value claim.

d this is true, ac ording to at least one proponent of this vi w, even

when dealing with ethi al considerations:
,

"Now theilluSion prevails in certain quarters, that

-the .tasks_of substantive ethics are, at bottom, not
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intellectual but decisional. On such a view
analysis can have little or no bearing upon
substantive :lems." (48:41)

Arn tt makes roughly the same point:

.the process of discriminating among values
is no less a process of judgment than is the
prediction of the flight of a projectile or the

decision on how to vote in an election." (49:103)

And to make sure he is tiot misunderstood, Arnett describes the position to

.
which he is opposed, and identifies what he thinks may-be one of its

original sources:

"Our century has also be n plagued with the notion--
derived, or at least promoted, from an erroneous
Interpretation of the theory of relativity in
physicsthat alljudgment is eventually the product
of an isolated and uniqne individual and that con-
sequently one judgment is as good as another."
(49:106)

Beck,'although h- does not explicitly distinguish between deciaional

ethics and analytical ethics, is after the aame idea:

"What Is evaluation? By this term is meant the
judging of a (presumed) causal connexion between
a reference and a solution of a problem. Savages

do not value witch doctors because they wish to be
absurd, believe in myths, or provide interesting
material for visiting social anthropologl:sts.
They value their witch doctors because they believe
in a causal connexion between his actions and the
health of their community." (50:122)

"The fact that causal connexions are at the heart
of value judgments is what makes them amenable to
the logic of scientific inquir " (50:122)

Beck maintains, then, that claims like "one ought to be patrioti one

should tell the truth In situations like this, or "it is good to be moral"

are implicit causal assertions; that if the per on who asserts that

"hianesty is go d".._ pressed to elaborate, Omething like- "honesty-con-

tributes -tóeommunity well being' will- emerge.- "Good ' -in -this exaMPle



translates to "well being" and the result is a causal claim:

Honest -- l Being

Beck's case has prima facie validity, at least, if it can be shown

as he maintains it can, that all causal claims are properly subject to

logical analysis and scientific, empirical investigation. If one were

interested in determining whether, for example, a given emulsion p o oted

the growth of rose plants, it would be sensible to conduct a controlled

experiment in which a number of randomly selected rose plants are treated

with the emulsion. A statistical analysis of the data collected from both

treated and untreated rose plants would dictate an answer to the question,

"Does the emulsion affect the growth performance of the p ants?" In this

sense, there is no room for the experimenter to make a "decisi ' about

the effect of the emulsion; the de ision is dictated by the analysis of

the data. One:Plight say that the common phrase "come to a conclu ion
14

(or decision) is misleading, for the conclusion really !Tcomes to us."

Aiken Is willing to argue that,ethical preblems are also subject to

analysis, and that unles W- are willing to ce duct Analyses rather than,

Make deciaions, there ip ne reason to:Undertake an analysis in the first

place, for it tan have no bearing on the:pr blem. ,Analysts, in Aiken's

view, squeezes answers out of problems, even ethical problems

Ezer gives fundamental support to this view, the view that value

problems are amenable to scientifc test. Ezer argues that it is the re-

'sponsibility of the middle and upper -grade teacher each children t

beco e proficient in _such Skills as clarifying is6ues

on Which values are based, and analyzing the logic inheren

verifying information

the solutions

of problem "s 51: "Underlyi thi position of value teaching
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the assumption that value disputes can be settled by rational means..

(51:39) The key w =ds in this sentence are "settled" and "rational

means": value disputes, acco ding to Ezer, are resolvable, and their

resolutionis sought thrcugh rational procedures. Ezer makes no reference

to "making choices," "arrIving at decision " "indicating preferences,"

or if selecting s lutious."

Hannaford argues that our values should be fully open to inspection

by science. Hannaford is not at all afraid of the consequences of bringing

the methods of science to bear on value problems. Values invalidated by

scientific analysis are not worth believing in for precisely the same reason

purely empirical claims invalidated by science are not worth believing in:

the evidence indicat s they are not true. Those values that are worth

maintaining will find support from the methods of analysts. But i plied

in this view is still another view: a conception of values not commonly

suggested by educators, a conception which treats values as beliefs as

fnlly utterable assertions about the world and the various relations in it.

With this view In mind, the notion that science offers a method for the

analysis of value problems is not as startlIng as Ha naford suggests:

'To suggest that science offers a set of moral values

may seem an attempt to be startling. We commonly

'assume that science and sctentific Method have nothing

to do with morals-or moral judgment. We take it that

science is a quest-for-facts. and the relation_between-

facts." (52:26)

Dewey's posi mon on values and valuing has been given, in light of his

reputation and stature relativ ly little attention by contemporary con-

ributors to edu ational literature. Among those who have said something

about Dewey views on valuing there is, as one ight expect no uch

agreement about how to interpret what the man sa d.
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Kennedy claims there is a "hidden link" in Dewey's theory of valuing

which qualifies Dewey for inclusion in the group of educators who believe

value problems are analytically resolvable. That link, acc rding t

Kennedy, Is the belief that there is a connection between descriptive and

prescriptive statements which makes the latter properly subject to

rational examination. Kennedy sets out to show that a "set of descriptive

statements may, within the conl:ext of an evaluative process, become pre-

scriptive." (53:421)

Smith, in an article ai ed at clearing up a variety of misunderstandings

of Dewey's thinking, contends that Dewey's valuation theory has been fre-

quently misinterpreted:

"A third common misunderstanding of Dewey's conception
of reflective thinking concerns the applicability of
his complete act of thought to problems of value or
so-called 'practical' judgment in contrast to so-called
'intellectual' or 'scientific judgment.' Unfortunately,

more than a knowledge of traditional logic is needed
to correct his misunderstanding. We noted in the case
of approximate subject matter of logic that some may
have supposed that Dewey's thinking was much more
revolutionary than it actually was. But in the case
of valuation or judgments about what is right or what
ought to be done, Dewey's thought really was revolu-

tionary, so revolutionary that evidently many of his
followers can't seem to believe that he meant what he

said. In a nut shell, Dewey, applying his principle

of the continuity of experience, held that the logic
of sound judgment or warranted assertability was the

same regardless of what the judgment was about;
whether the judgment was about some common sense or
practical matter, or about what is worthy of being

valued, or about some scientific problem, or about some

purely intellectual question. The difference is one of

content or of categories and instrumentalities, not

of logical method." (54:417)

"From the standpoint _of Dewey's, thought the_notion
that personal eonvittiou .is the fundatental.basis for
judgMenta abolut values, or-about. Anythingrelps4 is _

either a truism or,else false...the main thrust of
Dewey s theory of valuation was that decisons about
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good and bad, right and wrong, could and should

be made objectively. That is to say, that one
should carry through a complete act of thought
when in a problematic situation with respect to

values just as in any other problematic situation.
The difference between value problems and other
kinds of problms is, again, difference in subject

matter. More specifically, it is precisely the
conviction, the disposition or character of the
investigator that is at issue in this kind of
problem. The fact that different persons hold
different convictions about what is right or wrong,
beautiful or ugly, is no more relevant to Dewey's
theory of inquiry than is the fact that different
persons hold different beliefs abOut what is true
or false or what is the best way to get rid of a
common cold. Dewey's analysis of the complete act
of thought sets forth what he took to be the
essential characteristics of objective or con-
trolled inquiry regardless of subject matter."
(54:419)

I include the above not for the purpose of classifying Dewey; rather for

the purpose of classifying Smith. .Whether the preceding is an accurate

interpretation of Dewey is not the central question here. The foregoing

does serve, however, as more than just a mirror of Smith's views, and it

seems apparent that Smith agrees with what he claims Dewey believed.

Ratner agrees with Smith that the difference between prebleme of value

and purely: cientific proble is not found in the methodologies employed

for reaching j dgments about tho e problems. Rat e ob erves that "some

scholars argue strongly that values and facts should be sharply separated "

and u gests_that 'This_counsel seems s_und, &Lit is unwis

Ratne view is quite straightforward:

ments as postulat s'and treat them accord... y (55:529)

Hunt

55 429

"One- should state his value udg-
_

and-Metcalf also adhere to this position, although their

the-variou

-others.

conceptions which make

Indeed,- thete a-ma

t Up is not-as firm as that. of

ht n tenty. their position.

rip on

dome



pages 123-24 of Teachin H h School Social Studies, Hunt and Metcalf

reject relativism and subjectivism, while on page 141 of that same

book, they seem to embrace it. See page 27 of this study.) Hunt and

Metcalf reject both "moralism" and "relativism," the former because it

fails to prepare students for situations in which t- "goods," as opposed

to a good and a bad, compete for recognition, and the latter because

it renders the student morally helpless. (30:123-24) With regard to

what Hunt and Metcalf call "moralism" they ask "how d es one proceed when

he has a conflict between honesty and loyalty, and his moral training has

uncritically inculcated an absolute valuing of both? His moral training

has made moral responsibility impossible and rationalization a necessity."

(30:125)

Hunt and Betc rejection of moralism, of setting forth general mo_al

principles to be stilled" in the student, is immediately followed by

a denial of the validity, as well as the utility, of logical positivism,

"a philosophy that continues to dominate much of the thinking in social

science." (30:127) Hunt and Metcalf observe that one of the contentions

basic t- logi al positivism is that only jndgment ,of fact are Verifiable"

(30:127), and then proceed to argue that certain kinds of value claiMs tah

be properly subject to objective, scientific test, and

of value-statement

and Met_

cark be

that certain kinds

verified as factual statements. Although Hunt

if do distinguish between facts and values,-the distinction they

draw is blore like that of the difference between fruits and oranges 'than

fruits _and 'vegetables: the two categories are not mutually exclusive;

certain value calims are coritaIne4 in the larger category factual-clai s.

The distinction Hunt and Metcalf das between facts and valueS does not
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serve to exclude the latter from the domain of.scientific inquiry; they

do not think 'valid the distinctions "commonly made between judgments

of fact and judg e_ts of value." (30:130)

Beck, who was quoted earlier in this section, has a comment

appropriate to the summary of this section:

"Values are an integral part of the social sciences.

In the domain of the social studies, what should be
is inextricably bound up with what is." 0:122)

Beck's comment should not be taken to mean that subjectively arrived at

determinations of value carry the same authority as facts, or that subjective

values (which if indeed subjective carry a validity and authority of their

own) ar bound up with facts; rather, that certain value claims are primarily

factual claims with a value aspect.

The characteristic contentions of supporters of analytical valuing, then,

are (1) value claims are factual claims in many, many social science contexts,

(2) value claims should, therefore be the p..oduct of analysis, and not in-

dependent, subjective deci ion, (3) value disputes are resolvable--that is,

the value of X is independently real, and one's inability to resolve a

disput ver the value of X does not mean the dispute is unamenabie to

scientific inquiry.
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Category V: Values Understood as Feeling

While those educators classified under Category IV see valuing as

a properly cognitive process, a process which involves the intellect and

requires analysis and judgment, the following group of educators view

valuing as an es entially affective process. For this group of contribu-

tors to the literature, valuing is an essentially personal, private

operation. Values are primarily a function of feeling, rather than thinking;

values are indices of emotion rather than products of intellectualization.

According to this view, it makes littl.e sense to measure a value for em-

pirical or logical validity; rather, measuring a value amounts to assessing

the strength of:a fee/ing or set of feelings.

Krathwohl is one of the original mainstays of this point of view. The

Taxotilomy of Educationcl Objectives, Affective Domain la an elaborate ex-

position of values understood as feelings, and undoubtedly a good many

educators have used that "Handbook" as a departure point for subsequent

studies of the valuing process.

Fenton's discussion in "The New Social Studies of the development of

inquiry skills is separated from the section on values and valuing. Fenton

introduces the topic on values by saying, "All teachers also share re-

sponsibility for what psychologists call the affective do a n: the develop-

ment of attitudes and values." (26:17) Further, and more sIgnifIcant, Fenton

says

"A chemistry teacher should require his.students to
use-a-scientific method rather than accept concluSions

lbased on authority-) superstition or faith. The be-

haVior he demandS endorseS. a Value, perhaps the most

important value Of a scientific,society a.ptepAence
(italics mine)-for rational thought Processes:"

(26;17)
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Fenton's position on this question is not easily understo d. Are we to

understand that the "preference for rational thought is effectively

derived"? The impression given throughout this section is that the

utility of rational methods cannot be demonstrated'in experience cannot

be proven. Is it Fenton's vIew that one cannot prove rationality because

to do so one must assume it in the first place? Is the decision to be

rational an emotional one? Does this mean that rationality must be based

on emotionality? The section on values in "The New Secial Studies" does

not clarify what Fenton thinks to be the relationship between the affective

and cognitive domains, and the reader is left with this imprecise

formulation: the value rationality (since one needs to assume It in order

to prove it ) must be asserted somewhat arbitrarily; one must commit himself

effectively to the value rationality and placeed from there.

Estvan also believes valuing to be an essentially affective process:

...an interest is what one attends to. An attitude
is a predisposition to act in a certain way. Values

are reflected in the choices one makes among different

goals. A philosophy is expressed in consistent and

well-integrated responses to life situations. All

these terms and meanings may be subsumed under the

general term affective behavior." (17:102)

Es van's position on the relationship between valuing a d the affective

domain is clarified som -hat in subsequent sections:

"Even thongh puPils are assured that there are:no
ansWers4.:-.it ie net ntinsual for:them to

resort to conventional:responses or what they think

they are expected'to feel-, rather then their true

feeiingS." (L7-021)

"The evaluation of affective behavior consists
primarily in determining the positive or negative

nature and the intensity of the feelings associated

with certain ideals." (17:32))
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From the first of Estvan's comments quoted here we see that values are

subsumed under the affective domain, and from the last two co,NMents we

see that evaluating affective behavior involves measuring the direction

and strength of feelings. It would seem to follow, then, that Estvan

views values as feelings.

Although Massialas identifies strong connections between the affective

and cognitive domains, he apparently views valuing as a predominantly

affective process:

"Social Studies teachers have verbalized an interest

in the development of appreciations, attitudes and

values. It is indeed rare to find a statement of

objectives in this field that does not include

references to affective outcomes of teaching. For

example, among the important goals of social edu-
cation developed by a committee on concepts and

values of the National Council are the following:

The intelligent use of the forces of nature; in-
telligent use by individuals and groups of

responsibility for achieving democratic social

action; the effective development of moral and

spiritual values." (56:269)

Massialas proceeds from here to outline Krathwohl's Taxonomy of Educational

ObjeCtives Affective Domain, as a detailed explanation of the processes

involved in valning, and gives examples of very'specific objectives and

corresponding test items for each level in the taxonomy. And again, al-

thaugh Massialas-does refer-to the'"intelleCtual tasks" (56:269)involve4 U-1

valuing, one mmst conclude frOM his extensive Use -f Krathwohl's Taxenomy

in explaining valuing that he Ha ialas, does not _ieUrrhat process as

primarily cog itive-in nature. Massjalas makes no referent-!e Bloom' s

Taxonomy of Educational Obje tives Cognitive Ilomain, in explaining valuing

he-makes no refe ence to any paradigm of.rationa4 analytic procedures fo

valuing.
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Lawson contends that one "feels values" and he doesn't believe that

it is possible to apply "methods that offer verification of value

statements." (36:91)

Benjamin's discussion of the relation between values and feelings

is, in part, a warning of "what may happen to scholarship when it is

employed as an instrument for the attainment of certain non-cognitive

values." (57:472) According to Benjamin, patriotism is an example of values

which are es entially non-cognitive, and although he does not refer to the

affective domain, it does not seem excessively speculatory to say that by

"non-cognitive" Benjamin means something similar to what Krathwohl means

y "affective."

While Fraenkel rejects the views of the moralist and the relativist--

the former because it encourages "uncritical acceptance...of values" (19:459)

and the latter because IL "provides no guides whatsoever" (19:460) to the

student in search of vaJnes; and while he is critical of those who insist

there are no logical, empirical procedures for value analysis (19:459)

when It comes to proposing a strategy for teaching values, he turns to the

affective domain for pedagogical and psychological models. He describes

the strategy as "An Aff ctive Strategy That Develops Empathy for and

Identification with Individuals Placed in Conflict Situations." 19:460)

One of the critieal steps in the del Fraenkel ts forth--the tep which

is designed toeffectempathy for the individual in the situstionasks

the student to describe hol.7 he would feel if he were faced with the situation

_at hand. (19:460) The model is organized-not around oues,tions like "what, are

the consequences of this-act?' or "Row should one go about analyzing:this,

argu _ent? ipoes this judgment stand the test of analysis-and. evaluatien.

but around eliciting feelings, e g., empathy, upon, which a conclusion Is
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The degree to which a number of other educators s ibe to this

view is difficult to determine because of -coming inconsistencies and

ambiguities in their arguments. For example, Morris defines a value

as "the esteem which a person feels for an object or for an individual,

his attitudes and his behavior" (58=224) and then suggests that "edu-

cation can be designed deliberately toward helping each child to make

better and more consistent value- judgments." (58:224) Morris also be-

lieves that "the judgment of esteem is...a matter of comparison and

evaluation," (58:224) On the face of it, it seems Morris has made no

distinction between objectivity and subje_tivity, between, on the one

hand, comparing and evaluating, which is intellectual or cognitive, and

on the other, esteeming and feeling which is emotional or affective.

Meek argues that value systems are "personal" and "unique" (59:224);

that value systems evolve from "experience in satisfying needs" (59:224);

that values are a function of one's-personality as opposed Is philos-

ophy, and that psythotherapy, as opposed t- inquiry, offers a powerful

means of changi g a value system. (59:228)

The relationship Of the affeetive do ain to valuing is in many books

and periodicals not clearly specified. In fact, in n t one of the r fer-

ences on valuing as an affective process i -any of the Criti al question

answered. -For example, Wetzler,who uses the words "values" and "attitude

interchangeably_ says that 'to many teachers...students can learn fact,

skills, understandings and. the:l'k I but deliberate attempts to change

attitudes-and values are certain_ to fail. (60:424) Are We to take it-,

that values .are not "understanding " and cannot be understood? Are we t

then,
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it that values are, as Wetzler seems to imply, affective products

of feelings? And what sort of authority do feelings have as the basis

for deciding social issues? If valuing is an emotional process with

cognitive overtones, to which parts of the total valuing process is each

relevant? Is it that values are feelings, or is it that we respond

em ticnally to the judgments we make about issues that matter? Is it

that values are the products of feeling but should_ be the outcoir..s of

analysis? Is there no escape from bias and prejudice ,because valuing can

never be anything but a reflection of the way we want the world to be?

None of these questions is entertained, and they are among the questions

to which we must address ourselves if we are to put together courses of

study which can be used to teach students the valuing process.
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Category VI: Values as Preferences

Insofar as the state of prefe ring something is an emotional state,

or a feeling, the views of this roup of educators are not meh different

from those who contend values are, that is, _consist of, feelings. But

this point is not clarified by educators in this category; they are not

explicit about the relationship of "preferring" to either the cognitive

or affective domain. The act of preferring something is not clearly
*

defined, and we are left to speculate about its relation to other mental

and emotional functions.

What does seem clear is that members of this school of thought believe

that phenomenon X has value if and only if someone prefers it. The value

of phenomenon X is not to be found in my relation to it, or in the

phenomenon itself, but is defined as my preference for it. Phenomenon X

has value, it would follow, if I prefer it. There seems to be no way of

determining whether adherents to this view have inadvertently reversed

tbe function "valuing" sad p eferring." That is, instead of valuing

something because I find myself prefe ring it, I ought to prefer it because

it has value.

Implicit in this view is the notion that our preferences are non

cognitive; while the disco ery of v lue in an object, or in its relation to

someone (which mdgh

tellectual process, p

state which involves

-arrant de

eferr_

ing the object) essentially an in

an object is an emotional process, an aff ctive

slings., e s pref- ences are understood according

this view, as closely linked bp, if not the same thing as, oncTs feelings.

Fenton, therefore, speaks of the need for establishing a "prefere e"

for rationality, and calls that preference- aps the most important value
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of a scientific society." (26:17) The value "rationality is not to be

found in rationality itself, or in the consequence of my relationship

with rationality (e.g., using it); rather, rationality takes on value

only If I prefer it.

Brackenbury suggests that "man is not only a knowing organism; he

is also a valuing organism--he likes some things more than others,

he has preferences." (43;7)

It is entirely possible that this category is notriing more than a

short ext nsion of the system of beliefs described in the preceding section

(see Category V, Values as Feeli g ), and has no validity as a category

independent of the others. If for example Brackenbury means that man likes

some things more than others because of what he k ows about those things,

there may be little difference, or at 1 ast not much incongruity, between

that view and the view that value judgments ought to be arrived at

analytically. If Brackcnbury means by liking nothing more or less than a

f e1ing that arises independently, and is not the consequence of conclusions

produced through analysis, then this view is simply a part of that view

which understands values as feelings. Both these possibilities are just

that, however:. possibilities and this category is
_

described _eparately

in the eve t there is a view here that can be analyzed the others.
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Category VII: Values as Subiects for Limited Analysis'

This category is a hybrid of several other categories. Members of

this scho l believe that students should learn how to analyze value

proble s because there is a factual component in value issues which make

them amenable to analysis. Adherents to this point of view may distinguish

between facts and values and at the same time argue that the latter can

he based on the former. According to this view values themselves cannot

be verified through logical or empirical analysis, but that the facts

upon which values rest are properly subject to such investigation. ThJs

point of view can be understood, at least in part, as the iiddlegrourid

between two clearly opposing positions: s*ubjectivism, in which it is

held that independent analytic procedures have no bearing on value questions,

and analytical ethics in which it is argued that only analytic procedures

have a bearirm on questions of value. Proponents of the view described in

this section differ from those who insist that questions of value (ex-

cluding certain kinds of aesthetic questions) can only be resolved through

analysis in that the latter do not view values as anything less than truth

claims. According to the view described in this section, there is a final

step in valuing which cannot he accounted for by logic or empiricism

and that step is the claimed limit on the utility of rationality. Rationality

must he, according to this view, assumed as a first principle a p ineiple

which must be simply accepted. The authority awarded to rationally based

value claims is limited because the validity of rationality must be .1

But then proponent i have not xplainee why values may-he

regarded as having less a.rity than facts if assuming rationality is a

prerequisite to acepting facts as well as values Still, values.should

umed.
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be inquired into; students should reflect on values consciously; values

should be treated as stuff for the intellect, rather than the affect.

Even though values are to be dealt with in the cognitive domain, however,

they cannot, no matter the intensity of the inquiry to which they are

subjected, be given the same stet s or authority as statements of fact,

statements which in their entirety may be subjected to analysis and the

validity of which resolved. Members of this school of thought view

valuing as an objective, logical process in the early'stages of value

analysis and become, in the latter stages, logical positivists.

For example, Goldmark explains in great detail the processes involved

in an inquiry into a value problem. Goldmark stresses the importance of

identifying and evalnating the criteria used in reaching a judgment (38:5)

of gathering evidence which may bear on a value issue (38:5) and so on.

The "Exp imentalist" method put forwa d by Goldmark does not include

procedures for validating values themselves however. Values, according

to Goldmark, can be identified and distinguished from assumptions. But

one is n t, once the values relevant to an inquiry have been isolated and

defined, dealing w th material that can be treated as factual consider-

ations:

"The language we use to express values is the

language-of opinion. We use sueh words as mest im-
.

Rortant,, best, right and should. The language
of assumptions is the language of facts.. AsSumptions
are-stated in .the form is Y.'. ThUs, if a value is

stated as:.'The.federal governMent should pass laws

to protect the voting rights of the -Negroes,' the
assnmption is 'Federal laws do' protect voting- rights.

The .value_statementexPresses opinion; the assUmPtion
stateaent states what is-believed to be.a fact. It

can'be-seen, in this example, that the.assUmPtion is ,

.

open,to _doubt .emA quesioning and, therefore, open
to.4'-dconstructibn " (38: 140
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In this way, then, can the analysis of factual matters affect questions

of value. But Goldmark does not recommend that such procedures should

be applied to value claims, e.g., "The federal government should pass

laws to protect Negro voting rights." And although Goldmark claims

that there o ght to be "open inquiry into all values" (38:224) it would be

more consistent for h r to say that there ought to be open inquiry into

all the 'factual considerations which bear on value questions.

Olivet and Shaver believe that value problems can'be properly subjected

to analysis, but deny that all nonaesthetic value conflicts are resolvable

through rational means. Teaching Public Issues in tne High School is a

detailed account of how teachers can teach students how to-inquire into

public issues.. The book is not a treatment of how the affective domain

operates, or how ft could operate in face of value conflicts; values, for

Oliver and Shaver, are subjects for the cognitive doMain, and although they

do not deny that involvement in value conflicts necessarily leaves emotional

tracings in the affect they 4o agree that students ought to Come to .value

'decisions via the 1-tellect -rather than, say, the heart.

There are, however, anticipatable limits to inquiry into values.

.According-to Oliver and:Shaver- a given value,syetem 'has within_it both.

.general and Specific values, and tbefe are, so ewhat lot.sly, hierarchically .

-ttanged. (35 As one goes about analyzing a value problem, he finds

himself as ending this hierarchy, moving fram specific to ge_era val e

and from evaluations to valuations:

-also- want to make .a. distinction between making
.

_

Pvaluations lor evaluating_ -and making Value -Judg
.mants.. EValuating or ,making-eValuationa,..inVolves
.judgihg whet_ r certain criteria_-ate.met. ItAa .

basically an emPirical process. It includes, for .

example, the scientiat s comparison of data against
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the standards of investigation; or, at a higher
conceptual level, deciding whether a hypothesis
is to be accepted or rejected at a given level of

probability. Making value judgments is a matter
of deciding what the criteria should be, that is,
of deciding what is right, or what is important.

"Some people...act as if all value questions were of

the first sort, that is, of the evaluating type,
involving only testing against criteria. Te these
people, the value problem is one of testing the
consequences of an act or policy to decide whether
it is right or not. There remains, however, the
problem of deciding what criteria the act or policy

will be tested against. I maintain...that there is
no empirical procedure for such decisions unless
a value or values are assumed." (1:117)

For Shaver, then, there is a level at which valuing is no longer a logical

or empiric,t1 matter; higher order values--the values which serve as

criteria for the evaluations we make--are pos5ted, asserted "assumed,"

but not proven.

Chapter Three of Teaching Public Issues in the High School is a dis-

cussion of "Alternative Approaches to Value Conflict." Oliver and Shaver

pointedly reject what they call "The Pragmatic Position" or, as it is

referred to in this study, "analytical ethics."(35:32) Some hali-dozen

paragraphs prior to that rejection they comment briefly on the weaknesses

of a particular bra d of relativism (35:31)and conclude the chapter gith a

criticism-of the"natural

who are in Shaver'

Shaver outline thel

hts" position. (35:50) Like Hunt and Metcalf

and Oliver terminology "prag atists, Olive and

position by de c bing

are oppesed. And they a

subjectivism,

philosophy

nts of_ w to which they

e oppose would

eiatiVism, logical po itivism -and-OW natural rights

o analytical ethics,

There no commonly known name far their views but, given

the eaning of

"analytic ubjectivists,

.what they say, 4t would not-be inaccurate-to 'call them
_

.even though that name does suggest something _
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a contradiction.

Th -e is considerable similarity among the views of Fraenkel, Oliver

and Shaver Fraenkel re ects exhortation as an ineffective method of

teaching values (19:459) rej cts moral relativism because it denies that

a given value might be better than some other (19:459) and rejects logical

positivism because, contrary to that theory, under certain conditions

values can be submitted t. "public test": (19:459)

...statements of value can be submitted to public

test, if we can get some agreement on the Value

terms-involved. For example, if I were to say that
Nancy is a beautiful girl, this statement is testable
enough, if all of those concerned can agree on the

meaning of beautifuL The key question seems to be:
Can the concepts in th .,;! proposition be defined in
ways that (aceording to defining criteria ) are clear?

Can we agree on the properties of a value concept and
state, whenever possible, such properties in behavioral
termar (19:459)

Fraenkel does not explain how or wh-ther an inqui y.is to proceed if the

condition of agreement is not met. Does he mean say that there is no

recourse if agreement on the meaning of the terms is not reached? Is this

the "limiting factor" in inquiry -into values? is 'aid.- the point beyond

which 'rational inquiry cannot prOceedl- -If-this is the case, then Fraen1e1

differs,. :this respect, -ith- those who support analytical-ethics -because'

for-them a reement is neither a limiting factor, nor a significant condition

of inqui Y. Nevertheless Fraenkel does believe that values can be .i.nquired"

into--he does rejec

and subje ti ism.

There are Many othw: educators who,

moralism, along with logical positivism relativis

various ways, exprees this same

theory: the view that value problems can be analyzed even though yalues per

se a immune to the t f rational analysis. Bailer argues that to be
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"a rational human being requires not only a life study of changing

academic kno 1 .dge h t a life long commitment to an internally cons5ste

and rationally based value syste . (40:44) Bauer makes two significant

distinctions in that line: (1) that there is a difference between one s

knowledge and one's value system, and (2) value systems can be made in-

ternally, but not externally, consistent. An internally consistent-- nd

by this I take it Bauer means one which fits the -;:ssumptions, or firs

principles on which it is based--value system is one of the requirements

of raional existence according to Bauer; but there is no discus ion of

the need for external consistency in value systems, not, one supposes,

because such a syst Ji wouldn't contribute to a man's rationality, but be-

cause there is no such thing as an externally consistent value system.

Value systems cannot be made, it would seem, externally consistent because

of the impossibility of verifying first principles basic assumptions or

premises. Nevertheless, it is clear that Bauer thinks value problems can

be inquired into rationally. The backbone of the Bauer article is a

description of a model which would influence students to d lay making

"value judgm s until'they have collected the raw data and recognized how

many kinds of p oblems co-exist..." (40:44)

should '

Bane :st ongly advises that ge-

t (n)either the materi ls n or the teacher make v lue judgmen

before the, pupils have collected and classified ,the data and drawn some

=conclusi n (49:44)

Each believes that '10,That is needed is an attitude recognizing that

individuals, situations, and cultUres-are not identical-, while at the same

time seeking grounds for values in their situational contexts that are More

ob ective than Personal.!' (61:29)_-,For Rich-- , however, there are limits
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fathering of relevant fa tual data bearing on the situation, although a

necessary procedure in arriving at moral judgments, cannot by itself

lead to a moral decision. An assessment of the values in a situation is

always needed for reaching a deci--ion on a course of action." (61:103)

For ma y educators, it is the separation between facts and values

(the claimed separation) which imposes the limit on rational inquiry.
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If Rich,

Fenton, Shaver and the rest were to b-gin their analyses of valuation by
*

defining values as truth claims, as postulates, inquiry into value pr blems

would be limited only by the availability of information resources, our

willingness to engage in very demanding inellectual tasks and the p wer

of our minds. If values are understood as simply truth claims, as

postulates, there is nothing inhe ent in value issues (excluding certain

aspects of aesthe ) that would truncate an attempt to study them.

Stoltenberg is equally interested in promoting inquiry into values, in

treating them as cognitive material suitable for the intellect. Stoltenberg

reasons that "If values are ideas, there seems no reason why they can't be

discussed as other conceptual mate ial (62:25) Further, says Stoltenber

"All of the great values of our heritage can be s ated objectively, and

in this sense can be taught as other :aterials a .taught " -(62:25)

Ho ver, "to give men only factual knowledge would in so e sense

dehumani e them, see them as automatons.. 62:25) ow thi poTnt

-taken literally,,puts- no _real .distance between Stoltenberg and those who

endorse analytical ethics. Bt the reader is right to suspect that;=

Stoltenberg means to say that there is a kind of knowledge which is not

factual and that value-claims are fundamentallY different from factual.
.

_

SO
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and

...teaching values can be frust' ating becau

of the impossibility of measuring results, 2:24)

"...there is no widely agreed upon authority for

the values taught." (6224)
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Whether Stoltenberg is caught in an inconsi tency here is a que tion saved

for a later s cti n of this study; the point to reco3nize here is that while

Stoltenberg has endorsed an objective, reaso ing approch to values, he has

also given indications that the outcomes of values i struction cannot be

measured (a position he would not take if he understood and endorsed

analytical ethics) and that there is uncertainty in the enterprise because

there is no widely agreed upon authority for the values taught (another

position he would not take if he supported anal)tical ethics). Stoltenberg

has made, y-by implication is on the verge of making, the common distinction

between facts and values.-
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The belief that one's value system can be understood es a hi .-

archically arranged set of beliefs (or feelings attitudes, etc.) is so

common that many educators make no explicit reference to it, taking it for

granted that everyone, on that point at least is in accord. According

to this view, value conflicts can be resolved by (1) identifying the various

values involved in the conflict, and (2) locating their positions on the'

hierarchy; issues are decided in favor of the higher ranking values.

Eberman believes that values which are "a judicious mixture of fact,

common agreement, and sheer belief," are arranged hierarchically. In

fa t, he suggests that a "hierarchy is inherent in a system of...values "

(63:195)

Wiles believes that values are arranged vertically, and that unless we

rethink those "prioritie " "all opportunities for improvement of the pre-

sent situati n will be lost."(64:502) Specifically, "our first value must

be the continuation of the human race " (64:502)

Axt lle, too, is intere ted in finding a super-ordinate value. While

Wiles believes that we need to settle on a new priority of v lues

to fulfIlla4estinyof leadership

Axtelle's purpose is

"if we are

"Increasing interdepende ce of peoples and inter-
action of cultures has made us one world in fact.
What happens to that world depends fundamentally
upon the possibilities of cooperation, compromise
and mutual persuasion. These possibilities are
contingent upon the oevelopment of a common ground
of values which would be applicable and relevant
to all peoples and cultures." (65:240)

Hierarchies establish priorities among values a d according to this

view, thereby serve to resole value conflic s, whether those conflicts are
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wit in or between individuals or groups. One simply behaves in ways

consistent with higher order values when higher and lower order values

conflic_.

There are a variety of ways to refer to this archit c u,al conception

value systems; Shaver refers to the difference between ge-e al and

specific values; others refer simply to higher and lower values, and so

on. And although most educators described in this study make no explicit

mention of "hierarchies," this conception of value systems is entirely

consistent with, and implicated by, what they do say about the nature of

values and valuing.
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Ca ..egory. The Contxtualists

One of the less popular, less frequently discussed themes is the

belief that va3ue problems cannot be intelligently solved in the abstract.

What I have chosen to call contextualism is a kind of "anti-absolutism";

that is not to be taken as relativism. This view consists, at least in

part, in the belief that values such as honest/ and zfp.fraitz cannot be

understood in the abstract; that is, it makes no sense to resolve an

anticipated conflict between generosity and honesty except in very

specific situations.

In other words the

...the problem with using a hierarchy of values

Is that it induces a neglect of the concrete
situation in which values inhere and decisions

are made. If a religious value is in conflict

with a material value, such as the need for food,

the material value would seem to take precedence

in the situation. Things are valued not In the

abstract, but in relation to particular situations.

Or they are valued by appraising patterns of values-

in situations, and their meaning and import can be

grasped only within the framework of the situation.

Each situation has its own intrinsic good, which

is irreplaceable and incomparable...The weight to

be ascribed to any value cannot be known apart

from the circumstances In which it is found; a d

although every situation may share certain
characteristics with other situations, each has

certain features which must be appraised on

their own merits." (61:103-4)

annot be determined in the

abstract. Is emotional ore highly than honesty?

Is obedience to the law more important than kindness?

o the "Contextualist
e 'Sometime it.depend -upon the'

Ole specific situation in which those values conflict:' Similarly, moral

imperati es like "po notkIflt cannot be accepted in the ab

of that kind, if accepted In ,the abstract will lead one to all

absurd behaviors.
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"A moralist who has no reflective sense will
teach children =0 be honest and kind. Obviously

one can be honest in many situations without
being unkind, just as in a host of circumstances
one can be kind without being dishonest. But let

us suppose that Mr. and Mrs. Brown and their small
son, Johnny, have been invited to dinner by the

Joneses. Mrs. Jones asks Johnny how he likes the

soup. Johnny, if he is honest, will say that it is

the worst soup he has ever tasted. The answer is
anything but kind, and is very likely a response
that none of the adults want him to make. If

Johnny has been taught always to be honest, and al-

ways to be kind, he is likely to be tongue tied.
Should he be honest, or kind?" (30124)

Hunt and Metcalf, like Rich, not only argue strongly in favor of in-context

analysis of values but reject hierarchies as a solution to the problem of

resolving conflicting values:

"This is no a problem that can be solved through

a fixed hierarchy of values--higher values in-
variably being preferable to lower ones. Any value
hierarchy wonld have to be flexible enough to permit

values to move up or down a scale according to

qualifying circumstances." (30:124)

But then if the values moved up or down the scale, the whole arrangement of

values would look less and less like a hierarehY', and, depending upon the

amount of movement, more and more like a solar system, or galaxy .

Fraenkel also believes that values sh uld be treated contextually, and

has spent considerable ti developitg strategies which students

wOrk On value problems as they ituations. (19:460-61)-

cial studies curricula.

cording to the contextualists, however, to ask students

to analyze values in specific'sithations if the-purpose of that study

generalization; that-i there is a self-defeating aspect of the curriculum

whiCh helps a student to discover that in-situation #4567 fienekty is good,

and then encourage-him to conclude-that honesty i a general value which he

-
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ought to adhere to in all situations. The "Contextualist" is interested

in seeing the student develop the ability to determine when honesty is

warranted, not bring the student, through a study of specific situations,

to the conclusion that honesty is always a good policy. In fact, the

supporter of a contextual approach to value analysis would not be re-

luctant to confront the student with a situation that requires

dishonest behavior.
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Category X: Th P ycho-Social Acculturation View

The principle characteristic of this category is-the belief that

values are acquired through processes other than direct, conscious

analysis and evaluation of the values themselves. The values a person

holds, that is his beliefs regarding what is good, right, preferable,

etc., are acquired not, primarily, Lirough reasoned examination of the ob-

jects of those beliefs, but through subtle influences in the environment.

If I value X it is probably not because I have carefully evaluated the

claim "X deserves to be valued," Rather, according to this view, I shall

have come to value X, especially if X is an ethical, moral matter, because

I respect or admire another person who valUes X (identifiation) o

because there are influences of such overwhelming power in my environment

that it simply never occurs to me to devalue X; or beca se there are social

inducements to believe in the value of X; or I unconsciou ly associate X

with other things I like, and there is leakage of desire from one to the

other, and so on. One acquires values, then, not through the proc sse

familiar to philosophy, but through the p

And psychology:. "identificationi" "inculcation, "nurturing " I!assoclation,

This belief, the belief that values a e acquirl2d by acculturation,

is conjoined with another belief: thatg if this is. the way values are

acquired, the jobóf educationisto discover ways in_whichlthe_process
_

--can be made more_efficacious.-

Getzels contends that_therelis-sufficient:re ea ch-to!ahow that-"The
_ _

fundamental meChanism byyhich we_interiorize values-is' identification.'

66237) Getzels,is terested in discovering ways-to facilitate



the identifica ion process:

"...we can provide the child with a realistic

model for identificaaon and growth, a model which

is consistent with his own personality and the values
of the world of which he is a part." (66:237)

Getzels does not elaborate on the model of which he speaks. ft is n

however-,
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epistemological model, because the model is such that the child

will identify with it emulate it, want to be like it, ascribe to himself

the qualities in the model. Neither is Getzels clear about the meaning of
*

the word "interiorize"; apparently he means that if a child interiorlzes

a value he gives more than lip7serviee to it.

Ekstein, who takes much the same position taken by Getzels, gives us

a bit more detail:

"The transmitting mechanism of value is the ch ld's

identification with the adult generation. The

survival of values rests on available opportunity

for their fulfillment. Our school system, then,
must accept the need, provide the opportunity and
the techniques for identificatory learning, and

offer the skills and the knowledge which will main-

tain the continuity of the individual and the society

within our value system which guarantees life liberty,

and the pursuit of happiness." (67:523)

clear that Ekstein, .whether he I- awa

something less than total freedom of inquiry into values:

is the,model, and the educational problem is
the adult generation

figure out a way to get_students to.identify with "what is"- as opposed 'to

'!what ought 'to be.

Engbretson-agre that_values are 'i.earried mostly through_nonanalytic
_ c ,

-

processes,-'and- although b,e'-makea,- no _.eplidit ,receinmendations- for- teaching-

_values specify e--ptychorogkdal processes throbgb.:Nhich- -
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"Children appear to learn initially by imi ation,

identification, sxample, and contagion." (8:261)

Engbretson is aware that values can be learned through "con Axously

reasoned actions but does not identify that process as the one to

exploit in teaching values. (8:259)

Botkin believes that values are learned through psychological, rather

than epistemological, processes, and argues that the task is to develop

effective methods for "nurturing" values. (68:189-96)

Schiavano believes that it is through "example that we can develop

in our youth the factors which contribute "to str ngth of character and the

, pursuit of happiness..." (69:90) Indeed, unless we "implant...pat iotism,

love of God, responsibility toward mankind, sound morals and values" (69:89-90)

society may collapse.

Hilhis uses the words "absorbed" and "transferred" to refer to the ways

in which students learn values, and argues that "exposure" is not enough.

"It is these important aspects of our democratic
tradition, our system of values, which can not be

ransferred by mere exposure by- the-teacher, but

must be learned by-our acting upon them." (16:244)
.

_

Lodge argues that one of the inportant implications of the research on

value acquisition s that 'Through the proCass of identification wit

_significant_adOlts whom.he has selected, theyoung adole-pent is morkig.
4- A

_-through theproblems=of ,finding-a satisfying tole in fUture relationships

which he projects for himself.
-

included in this- dategory--ind perhaps is good reason- to ex -lude
_ _

_

4

(701237) Lodge, in contrast to othera-

Lodge -from this Category--is concerned-Jthat -_atudents- become-,more-aware

the-Many7sidedriess OUprOblems the consequences ofchoices-nade, _an
-

-implIcatiois,and-eigUifiCanCe- oUmodelslehOsen.__,(76:-2

-thinkW_4't

VertheleSS3 -
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values are learned, and concludes that for that reasonl apparently,

models for dentifi ation should be provided for the students..(70:239-40)

And that sort of reasoning typifies those who believe that students

should acquire values through identificatory pr cesses. It is as though

the discovery that values are learned thi.:ugh identification is the un-

covering of an immutable principle of the universe.

Lawhead arrives at the conclusion that students ought to have

identificatory models. He reasons that

"If central emphasis is given to the theory that

students acquire their values by identification,
consideration may be made of the roles of the teacher

and other school personalities in this process. Two

concerns should be paramount in the minds of the
teachers in regard to transmitting values through
appropriate peroonality models. First, we can ask,
who ought to provide the models for identification;
and the second, what are the optimum conditions

for fostering appropriate identification?" (3:515)

jeffreys believes that, among other things, we ought'te set f

Students "insPiiing ekatple ," and that the greatest eontrib-tion "the

teacher eau make is to b -in hi self a pe son of stable character 2 with

deep-rooted convictiens and a coherent systemof-beliefs

Heffernan

(27:377)

explicit in rejecting

in value formation:

-'"Values are not,,,achieved by'percept _but through

satisfying experience,in_living'and working and-

_playing with other peeple.'" -(22:252)

k-eatingan-enVironment'faVorable to-,Coneequently_Heffernan speaks -of '

:+7 r

learning:Values =Very little,:is:,aaidabouttheriature,
-

envirciUthent- Heffernan -encourages us_ to arrange i althoUgh 'the,

-artiale-

-------

the ifopress-ien_ thati-krefesSor-rHeffernan-,-is reoncerned-;__Witk--_=
_

;

affiet our_pbYchologic'ai- -rathe an;.-; -
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analytical, process

Hemming has this to say:

"From the moment the child becomes aware of the
independent existence of others, he begins to ab-

sorb the culture through the mediation of his

parents or his parent substitutes, and, later,

through contact with other members of his family

group. Imitation, emulation, and identification

are all a part of this process of absorptien." (32:78)

Given this under tending of the valuing process Hemming says there are

three conditions of early moral growth: "(1) genuineunstinted, un-

demanding parental lov 2) the formation of a right evaluation of the

self in relation to others and in relation to life; and (3) sufficient

elbow room for the uniqueness of individuality to manifest itself."

(32:80)

What Hemming means by the "formation of a right evalua ion of the self'

in relation to others and in relation to life" is unclear. Excessive

liberality would be required to interpret that line as any sort of reference

to an analytic approach to v luation, and it must be concluded that Hemming

Wimpey is more direct in his support of what seems to be a kind 0

conditioning: He propo ed that "value learning can be accomplished

-

through a system of threats, punishment and rewards for the individual."

(23:290) He does not give full andráeentto that approach, but not be-
_

cause'it is in itself unethical, but because'it may not be as effective

-

-as someother alternativegi:
.
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The Educa r's Views Contrasted to_One Anothe

Most of the disagreements among educators should be apparent from

the foregoing. Those who support the vi w that values should be taught

as large generalizations which the student must ac ept on the authority

of the teacher, the school, or society (Category I) will find little

agreement coming from those who believe students have the right to make

their own decisions about values (Category II), primarily because the

latter arc unwilling to acknowledge anyone as having Oloper authority

for deciding value questions: when it comes to valuing, there should 1:e

no limits on the student's right to believe what he wants to believe. Those

who support analytical ethics (Category IV) could be expected to disagree

with at least one of the assumptions underlying the principles (Category 1)

p Int of view, I.e., the belief that since there is no accounting f

values, the school must assume the authority for the valu s taught. Furthe

those who support analytical ethics are more likely to with those who

endorse a situational or contextual, approach to values, than with those

who believe value claims can be under tood-as general-concepts. There is

a very significant difference between teaching the value-:concept equality"

always treat people eqnaliy) and demonatrating the cade,for_the.

prima facie equality of rights rule (treat people equally unless have

good reason not-to); the-formermakes no attemOt-tb-iaccount for variations

in-conditions which bear-on probleMs.,_ But this is not-tasaylithat those

-iplhO:support-ananal'ytie apprioach
A
'teaching_

_ students -value conausidne for-_,-which'-thereare gotid

_-

evidence. the _the auth6

,Author,i,

,

ri0-01 and
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society; for those who think values should be treated analytically, the

authority is the analysis and the reasons and evide ce which come out of

it.
The disagreement between those who think values should be treated as

utable rules (Category I) and those who think values should be studied

in specific contexts is obvious: the former would not agree that students

should learn,for example, that honesty is not always the best policy.

Further, there is an incompatibility between Categor1 I and Category VII

educators; the latter believe that when analysis does break down (because

the inquiry has been reduced to an argument over indisputable first prin-

ciples, or as Shaver puts it, "criteria"), adjudication of the dispute

should be turned over to the student, and not the t acher, the school, or

society.

Finally, there is significant disagreement between Cate o y I and

Category X educators, since the latter might be expected to argue that

values are not acquired -ough dire t instru ti through the more

subtle pr

Those who suppOrt "Decisional Valuing" (Cates ry II) will eneo

disagreement from (in addition to Category I educators) those who b lieve

that (1) valuing is properly analytic, involving judgments instead of

decision (2)-valuing is a psychological process that involves identify

instead of deciding. (Category:X).

:-Those -whc; believe-, there is - d if f erenee ;between, ' facts And ,values

_Category- Ill- are relatively_ safe -from attadk -within edneation;--nly.

support
-

alycai valution âdperhips, but not nee&ssarily,

t position,-
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because they reject the fact-value distinction as it is commonly made.

Those who endorse analytical valuation are at odds with nearly every-

one else in education; the disagreement starts with a fundamental

philosophical difference about the nature If values' d valuing. In

fact with he exception of those who believe values should be treated

within very specific contexts, or situations, every category of views

described in this study is in some way, nd to some extent, an e tension

f the fact-value distinction, or a representative of subjectivism,

relativism, logical positivism, or absolutism, and all those philosophies

are rejected by those group d in Category IV.

The belief that v:4iues are feelings is.easily contrasted to all those

views which hold values to be cognition, instead of emotive, and the same

Is true for those who conceive values as simply indications of preference.

Those who Support Limited Analys s of Values are caught between those

who insist values

only analysis

The

3-

annot be analYzed at all and the 'who believe that

appropriate to the res lution of value disputes.

disagreement btveen those who support the idea that values are

--artanged-in-hierarehiCal:orders
.

_

"C nte Uallats"-has described

Categ ry VIII) and tho_e who are referred

should be

cognized that the pcin of view I have here referred to as "Contextualism"

is_not a_kind of relativism; _those Who favor an-in7context-,treatment-of-

values de not believe that the validity of a claim is relative to the person

7

making it- rather, that value claims should-b'e stated as specifically-as
_

pessible-.

_

Finally there are-
_

'ratherthan_

who e valuing is a_payche7=soc al p
-

-
-epistemologicaliprecesa -and-,theyjind2
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support from those who see valuing as an intellec ual operation. Their

estimation of the view thnt students ought to acquire values through

intellectual processes is simply that value acquisition does pOt occur

that way. Category X educators have not, however, openly Addressed

themselves to the question, Should values be acquired 'ntellectually.



Chapter III: THE VIEWS OP THE AXIOLOGISTS

Blackham Lewis, Moore, Scriven and Toulmin share this purpose: to

establish ethics as a science. G. E. Moore sets out, in Principia Ethi a,

to write "Prolegomenatto any future Ethics that can possibly pretend to

be scientific. In other words, I have endeavored to discover what are

the fundamental principles of ethical reasoni g; and the establishment

of these principles, rather than any conclusions which may be attained

by their use y be regarded as my main object." (71:18)

Those who labor to uncover the principles of scientific--or as it is

sometimes referred to, analyticalethics are not, as axiologists,

princial1y concerned with identifying specific behaviors, or classes of

behaviors, which qualify as ethical %7:onduct. Rather, they are int rested

in discovering how one may reliably go about determining what right con-

duct is, they are interested in the process more than the product which

may,come as a reault of using the proces they are i ,

oUt-how-one,-.may use the meth As,. f science

uestions.

erested in finding

to decide ethical

The definition,Moore gives to the word " thi ' is much broader than

the definition found in common,parlance.

_I am-using it Ethics) to cover an inquiry far
_at-all events; there is no other word: the-seneral-

inqUiry into-what Is good." (71:2)

--"Ethics_is-undoubtedly concerned with_tha5ueaticin
what good_condUct-isil but being-_concerned,With,this,'

:IL.tabviOUsly:does--notstartrrat_the-beginning,_:,unless
itlis-prepared_to tellus whit is good as well as

:.what_is:cOndneter_l-good::cendUct!--liaaTdomPlex, -
-notion:all-conduct is,not,goc:A.-for-some Is

_

icertainly-bad and_ some May:be:°Indiffereat,
,the-other handiother_thIngs besides conduct, may
ibe good; àñd ftbyire -so, engood7denotesizome:_:%
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property, that is common to them and conduct; and
if we examine good conduct alone of all good things,
then we shall be in danger of mistaking for this
property, some property which is not shared f those
other things: and thus we shall have made a mistake
about ethics even in this limited sense; for we
shall not know what good conduct really is." (71:2)

"If, for_examples each of us were to say 'I am doing

good now' or 'I had a good dinner yesterday' these
statements would each of them be some sort of answer

to our question...So too, when A asks B what school
he ought to send his son to, B's answer will certainly

be an ethical judgment." (71:3)

I include the preceding passage, even though it is lengthy,for two

reasons: (1) to show that Moore is addressing hi self to a question that

encompasses much more than that -which we in education customarily mean

when we refer to "ethics"; and thereby, to show that Moore's discussion

of what is good is relevant to most social value issues, and (2) to show

that in social science, which is a study of human behavior, most con-

siderations of value are either ethi :1 considerations in them5elves

law? and, Should .this.policy be adopted?_and, Should this c

changed? all involve, if they are not such- themselves, ethical judgments.

There is no escaping ethics if those questions are to be seriously con-

sidered. In any event, to'.understand ethic , which is, the Intersection,

_
.

according.to-Moore, of:thei-concepts-="gopir anci-7cOnduct," one must:under-
, -

stand each of _thoSeiprimar2 ,:-.Concepts separately._

Toulmin has much_t

with Moore ab?ut gobol',3 being a property:

ré,eventhoüghhe disagrees
_

(5---'discovet.'the place-of=reaSon

ethicsi:

-et s---As fence
,,...,-----,,,lkethat ,w ,e csaa_ -enc

omeone.:,may7--say -='-?-ethiC-S
_-, --



discovery of Reality--separate Realities, diffe ent

aspects of Ultimate Reality, maybe, but Reality

nevertheless.'" (72:121)

The point here is that au investigation into what constitut s ethical

conduct is no less an investigation into what is real than is a pre-

occupation with the real color of the sun. Furthermore,

we call ifuliy-developed moral judgments

are concerned, not with the things we like or the

actions we feel to be right (since we may be mislead

as to their value), but with what is really goed-e-r-.

or right;..." (72:121)

To say that something is really good is not fatuou any moreYthantosay

of a stick that appears to be bent (because it is in water) that it is

really straight. Just as we confu e appearance for reality in se en e,

so are we suscep ible to that same confusion in ethics What appears

be right conduct or what I feel to be right conduct may be on clo e

inspection, just the opposite.

"The scientific distinction between appearance
reality reflects the function of science--'to

correlate our experiences in such a way that we

know what to expect.' Can we now, from an analogy

between science and ethics, define the function of

ethics similarly? If so, it will be to correlate

our actions and responses in such a way that...,'

but hete we must leave a blank, for we have reached

a'point whelre the,parallel betimen ethics and

'science breaks down." (72:125)

While science functions to predict _that is to bring our expectations
,

Into Accord e 'prOgresa;
_

unct
-

ur-"dispealtiOn

Thels-

eparatek.pnt e-ba

ciddct,o
aadifferikii-E;



opinion over the value of phenomena (Including actions) "cannot be put

down to differences 'attitude' or 'disposition if one were asked,

'How is it thatyou say this is red, and he says it s green?,' to say

'we just feel differently 7.bout it, would be no answer." (72:126-27)

Ethical judgments, then, are properly subject to the same reasoned

scrutiny as scientific judgments; similarly, "fully developed ethical

judgments

arrived at

precisely,

may be regarded as having no le

scientific Conclusions, because

it is a social science.

authority than carefully

ethIcs is a'soience. More

This similarity between ethical judgmens and what all of us would

agree are purely e pirical judgments is 2-mp_rtant because on

of less importance to this study, Moore and Toulmin

que tions

disagrei. -Moore.
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is what Toulmin calls an "objectivist, an,1 the latter rejects that position

because goodnes " and rightness re not in his view, prop

jects._ This disagreement in no way alte

rties of ob-

the validity of their commen

purpose, which in Toulmin's 'words is to give an "account of what is a good

eason for an ethical judgment or provide... ndard for criticizing

ethical-reasoning.

the defectsOf

72:29) Mbore and Toulmin disagree, for example, about

subjectism:

àiiiüininighthave

ectivistto
--r-

oCtr a

"...If it subjectivism were-true, there would be'

nothing to be said when two people asserted opposite

'views-about,therValue of any,,objeot or action."
,

Thisf_wedkrieSs-,--so, far fectsthe-snbjeCtiVe:dectripe-
4_ _ _

that- its -supporters egard, our central- questiOn_as_,

tr'iViaL7 '6 7.';'differente,beep,:=gocidethi701

redSOiliOnd bad aia--:matt-ei:Tbf7perTSOnal-preferente-
_anerdfiiie thelus

o te ou_ a it I gro

an pppos14 heor -as=

e-Ampb r tin t

no. nsistent for a:su

ecause to say b

1-ficanttham-,sompL, other
_



to assign it value, that is, to assess its value. But if the sub-

jectivist expects us in the first moment to agree with him, he must in

the second momenr expect us to disagree (or vice versa) because by his

own admission, he has given us an idea we cannot evaluate. We ean neither

agree nor disagree, because he cannot escape this implication: that it

trivial to dIsagree with what is trivial.

Beferring to the question, What k ds of actions ought we to pe orm?

Moore says:

-"...it'.becomes-equallY plain, that any answer-to it

is:eapable "of proof or- disproof."' (71:viii)

It is this question which bears most relevantly on the valuation strategies

classified in thiS study, and it is:this question which points up the

sharpeSt"cont ast between Toulmin,:Scriven, Moore Lewis and, Blaokham,on

the one hand; and social science educators, excluding those grouped under

Category IV, on the other: Wh t is the place.of reaSon -n the wdrld 7f

value Or, said differently, can value claims, even ethic 1

be verified in the same way other claims are verified, and can value claims

be said to carry the sam authority propositions which everyone, sub-

jectivists, logical positivists relativists a d the rest, umuld agree are

pure y empirical? It is :thei affirmative answer which the axiologists

to that question which cuts so deeply intoselected for this study give

the value theoriesj)opular among educators.

I. Lewis is equally plain in his response to those questions:

-_7-fuiO4:4106ea

áUoni
-

-Lemp-#.41k#O-fill_e4vi-r: pot
'dtertnine6:, theft

and,whatda minet;theirvalidity
.4-cothereltindsof,-:ftmp ricali



Lewis, then, agrees

properly subject to

causal claims, or,

79

of these qualities in particular empirical contexts,

and from appraisals of the objective value-quality

resident in existent things. The first of these--

direct findings of value-quality in what is presented--

are not judgments; and unless or until they become

the basis of some further prediction, they are not

cognitive. But predictions of a goodness or badness

which will be disclosed in experience under certain

circumstances, and on particular occasions, are

either true or false, and are capable of verification

in the same manner as other terminating judgments,

which predict accrual of other qualities than value. 73 65

th Moore and Toulmin that judgmevts of value are

the test of evidence and reaeon, becanse they are

Lewis puts it, "predictions," which are based on

knowledge of causal relationships. And like Tonlmin and. Moore, LeWis

jects subjectivism:

"The contrary conception has, of course, been frequent.

It has been held that value apprehensions are subjective

or relative in a sense which is incompatible with their

genuinely cognitive significance. Or it has been main-

tained that value apprehensions are not matter of fact

statements at all, being merely.expressions of-emotion'

and hence neither true-nor false.

"But this is one of the strangest aberrations ever to

visit the mind of man. The denial to value appre-

hensions in general of the character of truth or

falsity and of knowledge, would imply both moral and

practical cynicism. It would invalidate all action;

because action becomes pointless nnlesS there can

be some measuremof aisurance of a valuable result_which

it may realize.' 'And this negation, if it be carried

out consistentlye likewise invalidates,All knowledge;

both because believinkris itself_an-active attitnde_

4.-t -were not,better e-which: would' haveeno 139en i4eeeee

right than'Terongin'what,ota b'elaeyes,au, necaus

knoW1 d -1 e -leeeof action.

ac ion in general-is ,p, ntgs , then -knoWledge alsoe

Is
-F

_futile, ad elieef is.,as odd aa-adOtlie-i'."-
,

a ñshie
ocedures ,the choice.- values

onld seem to say, none DavidHime
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century was one of the first to call attention to

the logical point that a proposition which States

what ought to be cannot be-inferred from a pro-

position which states what is the case. Value can"

not be derived from fact. How, then, are judgments

of value- and judgments of fact to be related? 'Reason

is and ought enly to be' said Hume, 'the slaVe of the

passions.' in our century,-Bertrand Russell has ex-

plicitly reaffirmed this dictum: expressea-a view

to-which I, like every man who-attempts to be reason-

able, fully subscribe. "Reason" has a perfectly clear

and precise meaning. It signifies the chbiCe of -the

right means to an end that- you wish to achieve. It

has nothing to do with- the_ choice of_ ends.'

"Here are two eminent and highly respe ted philosophers

who.,are exemplary-huManista -committing themselves

'unreservedly to an extreme position on a-point-of
fundamental importance to humanists as .rationalists.,

They are plainlY-wrong if-what they say_istaken-

literally.As to-Russe114-reason,,,,thatis to-Say

attested information,haS alMoSteverything. to do. .

with- the choice of ends, ancUof-valuea." (74:36)

to Blackham, ends

cognitive behavlo

well as eans a chosen.

and "Choice is logically dependent upon

Choos :is a

knowledge

(establish d by reasoning from experience) although it does not follow

logically from knowledge. choose something which I know (am informed

about) choose by comparison with alt rnatives about which I am also

it in light of what my choice will involve ainformed, and I choose

as_my best judgment can determine." (74:36)

far

Seri-ven's position on morality :values and ethics is introduced, in

Tsii_422.12_1111.129phy, by-a_ series of.question
,

--,---"Are-cm6rd1 A0gMentsany;:,,more, expressionof
-. .,..,.

,the-aetitudesweaccp4re:-7-_rOm-the,"soCietY,-, *-7which-_.=

we live Are the xot, theiefre,1ighlyl.relative-,-
_ _

-,andZaUbjeCtiVen7-nOtcob, m -ta=,at-lall---but,=-Au_

S.-alei=;-taik=i4f8Unday-4-r70&
_ -of

ItiMatedistinction-z wee 4:anCmaIue
_ _ ,

Ye 1111-94QP



are respectively, yes, uno, and "no." It is Scriven's position

that "there is a particular conception of morality which can be shown

to be an extension of rationality." (75:230) Scriven rejects both God

and cons ience as reliable guides to ethical judgment, the first because

"there is no God".(75:232) and the se ond becauG (1) consciences are

inconsistent both among and within persons, and-if !support by conscience

were the ultimate basis for morality, both views would be 'equally true

(i.e6 there would be no objective moral truth)," d_-(2) "even ii all

persons consciences were always ln agreement this would not rule out

the possibility that all were in- error,.. (75233)

How,- then, according to Scriven,

.proceed? Under the rules and "total

shall inquiry in

authoriry of fact

ethi nd values

81

and reason."(75:2

"The objectivity of moral judgments, in terms of

the system just described, is exactly that of any

very complex solution of an important practical

or theoretical problem."(75:232)

2

This line alone gives indication of the positions Scriven takes on the

questions posed in th introduction to the.c-1,_apte of morality (ph.

moral judgments are more than aniwpression of. socially, acquired

They,are not highly relativisticor sUbieetive, And-there is not any

ultimate distinction between facts

referred to as facts and the cla

and values-
-

The class of claims commonly

assertjon nown as values are not

mutually-, exclulive -categorie
_

erefore4-,:TOUlMi00-1--
7:regarded

an-ane;

A-reemant==w1lan_,-
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consistent with those expressed by the educators whose 17 ews were

classified a d described in the preceding section.



Chapter IV: AXIOLOGISTS CONTRASTED TO SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATORS

Axiologists -,ntrasted to Social Science Edu ators: Categ ry I

It Is not clear whether the proposals for teaching values found in

Category I amount to endorsements of propagandizing because the educators

who put forward these proposals are vague about how the values they would

teach ought to be taUght and. learned. One educator speaks-Of "continually

emphasizing" certain values aleffernan) another thinks the critical

teaching process 3.- -"clarifying"- (Bain) , and another believes the: young

must be "inducted' (Smith) into the values of the cultrIre. Unfortunately,

very little can be reliably inferred from these terms--they simply encompass

too many possibilities. 1? rhaps it is significant that o e uggests that

t o list- of valu be drawn up f tudents to study, one list consisting

of direct cont adicti_ns of the oth-r. This much d-es seem clear, however:

the process hy which students shall

(if it is at all analytic rather than inductive. Instead of examining

learn the specified Vaines is deductive'

sets of alternatives, which could be inqui ed the student is to be

n about the value of some phenomenon and, if it is

gic to do so, the arguments 3. n support of it. The con lusions are

given a conclusi

strat

'emphasi.zed" o 7clarified" for purposes of persuading the student to accept

them. Ins-e d of _supplying students Tdith the'tools of value analysis, they

are to be provided certain,assumptions which, at least from one educat

point .of view, will serve as'"the limits of the mandatory" and shall be

verified, if sticky disagreements arise, by the authority fTthe _te cher.

(21:46)

Because -little:is::said-:by:,thes_
_

e -axiblogists-_selecte_ ,
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te ching values found in Category I are not so muCh axioloei al (no

explicit reference is made to the nature or function of values or valuing)

as they are ethical, legal and educational. Some might well argue that it-

s unethical to teach values by the persuasive force of anything other than-

r ason; that it is u -ithical to put fo th a conclusion and then report only

.the evidence which seems to support it. -Some might, consequently, even

thai it i- illegal to do that in a public institution, even if the

of persuading a court of same is small. Still others might

argue that these educators have offered:a m thod of teaching values which

is both in the short =nd long run, simply ineffectiv_, that Such values-

instruction, like a poorly administered vaccine, will not take

The axiologists selected for thi study, however, might have something

tosay about the sources of thIs v ew, and be highly ritical f the

assump ions underlying it. It may b --and adm ttedly, this is somewhat

sp-celat ry - -that this view of how v lues ought to be taught pr,ceeds from

the assumption that values cannot be analyzed, that they are simply immune to

any attempt at rational examination- But not one educator grouped in

Category I h s Ppenly e tertáined this question can value is ues

be subjected to the same basic inquiry processes used in validating

"empirical" claims?

If litt

(perhaps because the vSews o

_ criticism can be made from an axiological point

Categ, ry ±',edueators dO -not, qua-lif-y; :even in
,

vieW

a minimal sense, as axiologica ---theories----at -all thndatental

-episteMPlo'ieel,obj- -

eIleVeeValue-
,

_

-hpt under-sten

studenta whoareLpereueded-to,
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value X, two criteria must be met: (1) X must be true, and (2) why X

is true must be understood. No amount of "emphasis," 'clarifying" or

"inducting" would be enough to satisfy the second cri erion. Table7

.pounding has nothing to do with proof processes.
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Axiologists Contra ted Social Sci Educators: Category II

The axiologists selected for this study are in sharp disagreement

with the, educators whose views a e described in Category II (Decisional

Valuation). The common Characteristic of the Category II views is the

belief that _tudents must be free to make their own decision's about values.

From the axiologi_al point of view described earlier, there are no

"decisions" to be made. The axiological position de ives directly from

the notion that values are properly subject to logical-empirical test;

consequently, making a decision abont a value issue is no more pertinent

than making a decision about a hypothesis tested in a ehemistry laboratory:.

ther the evidence supports the hypothesis or not. The final court of

appeal is not one's conscience whe

example chemical solution A is

emp rical tes

comes to determining whether, for

a cataly t of eve B rather, certain

will "dictate" the 'answer .

If the eviden e indicates that A, is not a catlyst. of Bp there is no

stification for bel eying that A is a catalyst of B. It may be,
.

course, that A , in a catalyst- of B, and that the experiment was

conducted improperly. That possibility, however, is in no way a':conVincing

argument against the claim that one ought to believe what the evidence

indicates. Of course, if one has good reason to believe that the experiment

-was :faiiity-,__then _he',; ought- tix=balieye,T-ItlVas,'

d so it is with analytical- ethics scientific ethics: one Is not

the evidence and- t
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that the belief that students must be left free to make their own value

decisions is the product of two other beliefs: one, that valuation is a

subjective process, or relativistic process, and that there is no way to

demonstrate the logical or empirical validity (or invalidit Y) of any given

valuation. Given this view, it makes no sense--and is Luthermore

tyrannical--f or anyone to tell, let alone coerce, anyone else what to

believe, especially when It comes to ethics and morality. Therefore, the

teacher must provide students with the freedom to believe what they choose

believe. From the view of those axiologists who endorse analytical

e hies no one need tell anyehe'else-:what to believe About value cl im X;

indeed,

It_ll" one what to believe,analysi

regard to value disput s then, the questi n, Who will decide? is not

relevant. Rather the question is, What Till decide? And the answer

no one need tell himself what to believe. The evidence from thp

will what is worth believing in With

the findings, reason, the results

o to speak,- the-"total authority

analysis._ The dispute is handed oVe-
_

f acts and reason

The other belief which has enc uraged development of the deci ional

valuation theme is the claim th t- much: of what -has taken. Place in:the maMe
,

-f -"value. instruction"_ _
little more than:,indOcirinatton.. T

_ , .., _ _

-- - -

deterMine

,whether,, or If so-to what-extent-,-s hoofs haVe-efigage&-in'indetrination

_study,
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need to even begin an analysis.

Decisions preempt analyses. If a-decision is to be made, there is no

need to undertake any.ti t-consuming study, for either the 4e i ion will

confirm what is indicated by the results of the analysis--in which case

the decision is superfluous and redundant--or the decision will deny the

evidence produced, in which case the inquirer has behaved, by definition,

irrati nally. One of two conclusions may be drawn, then, about Category II

educators: either they are subjectivists (or elativist ), and reject the

authority of reason in settling value problems (in which case there is

clear disagreement between them and the axiologists selected for this

study ), or they do in some sense believe that values can be treated

analytically, in whi h case there are internal contradictions in their

position.

Aword two needs to be said about s me Of the spedific- claims

by Category II educators:_ 111.-ee

Fenton distinctio between sub

is a si eable contradiction built into

the dis inction itself is a useful one- like

s open to question) The major

_

found in the implications of the, SubstantiVe-procedural _diStinction

- ,

Since substantive values are'the prOdnctslof,rationality- _procedural
-

valUe Fenton-says we are justified-in teaching),--itmakes no:sense tor-1)
---

first insist of,the Student that_he use-the-methods-of science-And (2) then-

--
-

entitle him to believe whatever-he,Wantsto-belleve.
,Implielt in ther

acceptance-of thc value of rationality is the--faCt
_

. -

simply_not-justified._ ArialOgOUSly-,:itlwould'inake,no=,sense:te.,,Sa

u-must-=:146:tnhow to
mUltiplyi-and--When-ydd: Col:about working
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on your imiltiplication problems you Must adhere-to these rules; of course

whatever numeri_al products you come up with are fimethat's up to you

as long as you follow these procedureS." Now, such an approach is either

(1)

you

resp

prin

contradictory, or (2) a clumsy attempt at deception ('I'm geing to let

think you are an independent intelleCtual agent when.in fact you are

nsible to reason."). For if the student does use mathematical

iples correctly in doing multiplication problems, he cannot help but

come up with correct answers. And.so it-is with the-methods of analysiS

and valuation. If we are jus ified, as Fenton says we a e, in requiring

students to learn and use the methods of rational analysis then we are not

justified in giving them lic nse to disregard the outcomes of analyses.

Further, it would follow from the premise "students ought to use the

methods of science in their studies of value issues" that they could arrive,

justifiably, at the same conclusion Unless we intentionally want some

of our students to hold unjustified beliefs, we would want th m to use analyti

proces e correctly and therefore,

conclusion. This excludes certain aspects of aestheti s of cour e.



Axiolo is ts Contrasted to Social_ Science Educators CategorE

It was suggested in the preceding section that the theme decisional

valuation derives from a subjectivist or relativistic outlook -on value

judging. In various places in this study reference is made to a belief

which may be th.e principal premise upon which subjecci.vism rests: the

Idea that value claims are not factual claims; the notion that the class

of assertions known as "value Clal s parallel to, rather than a sub-

set of, the class of assertions known as factual clainis; that the ought

cannot be derived from the is. The disagreement between educators and

axiol.ogiste on this point is both sharp and apparent. According to

Scriven t. al., there are many, mauy assertions which are both

value claims and factual claims. Scriven has argued that:

"One of the main sources of confusion in the social
studies curriculum, particularly those which _get the

students to deal with values, is ,a fundamental
logical hang-up about the nature of the difference
between facts and _values, between describing and
prescribing....I'd be inclined to start off with
soMething like this: there is absolutely no intrin-
sic .distinction ,betWeen- facts and values; the dis-
tinction can-be Made only in a specfLfic context
where specific 'claims -a.re being znade. _For example,
it's just' a 'fact that-, pin-levet watches are lousy
timepieces It' s a fact f that: that _value ,j-Udgment

is- true. Value -assertien6 are -factual' assertions
in many, Many . social science- contexts-.

"There's _2me fasCinating, reSearCh on teacher
attitudes' which;-eXemplikies thiS.:-In one account-

:, I. read recently, thel authOr reported at the end of
his teacher tralning-,eXperiment that the whole thing
had been a disaSter; that .theteachers,were unable
to understand-that wh6nithey said_ there IS, good-. -

evidnce: fdr the-:conclusionthat demcierady ls a good
form of government, -tbey had:failed' to :understand the
distinCtion,between factsand ,values; they-had -failed
tounderstand,j_ as-_thaline_ goes; thati there can't be
factUalevidence for a value cOnClUalon. NOw= some

60-79, _percent -of_ _the_ _teachers'in-.thestudy theught
there really Is good eVidence that democracii'IS_ _ - f-

90
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good form oL government, and they were, says the

study, completely confused. They couldn't under-
stand that when they said democracy is a good
form of government, they were expressing an attitude

that 'has no cognitive content.' Well, that's a lot

of crap. If there isn't good evidence that democracy

is a good form of government, what in God's name have

we got It for? If it's really an arbitrary matter,
how tyrannical it is of us to penalize people for
attacking this American system by revolutionary means.

If it's really arbitrary, we should simply divide up

into the two groups, those who like democracy and

those who don't, put the Mississippi between us and go

our separate ways. But nobody really thinks it's an

arbitrary matter, and they're right. There are very

good reasons for democracy, and if it's our metho-
dologists, social scientists, and curriculum developers

who think that you can't give good, objective reasons

in support of democracy, then educational reform is

going to have to start with them, not wiLh the teachers,

who are right."

(From the unpublished transcripts of the Marin Con-

ference held at the Hotel Claremont, November, 1 69)

Of the axiologists aelect

fodua the disagreement betwee_

d for this Scriven brings Into sharps

axiologists and educators, and-although

his criticism is pointed directly at education he is by no means alone in

rejecting the belief that the world of fact.is separated from the world o

value. Lewis' comment that the belief-that value apprehencions are no
.

.

matter-offact statements atiall "is one of the

to viSitthe mind pf.Man certainly lends suPp

strangest aberrations ever

t to this criticism. And

Toulmin could not possibly have as his aim the establishment of-ethics a

a science if he believed that value judgments are incapable ofibeing

verified. And the same, then is true of Moore, Who had the same purpose

(to show that ethics is a s ience). Slackham's positionliis altogether
_

consistent with Scriven's criticism and that is made clear by his insistence

that "reason has almost everythiñg to do with. a:values." (74:36)

Ilo* w then, might this_controversy-he viewed? To--7,ar one", that the lds
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of fact and value are separated; to argue that there are no value claims

which may be considered proper material for logical and e pirical in-

vestigation, is to argue that value claims are deficient in a way purely

empirical claims are not. And that is analogous, in structure at least,

to arguing that there are no intelligent life forms outside this solar

sy tem. The two are similar in that they require similar strategies for

inspection. The surest way to resolve the question, Is there intelligent

life elsewhere? is to go in search of it. Now, one might not be able to

conclude, having come up empty-handed, thdt there is no intelligent life

outside this system unless he were confident that his observations had

taken in the entire universe. On the other hands discovery ef some

phenomenon which fit the va ious definition's with which he undertook the

inquiry would surely be more Chen suffi ient e_perience to answer the

question affirmatively

A nea ly identical strategy may be used for answering the questi n,

Are some value claims also factual claims? One simply searches for a

statement which satisfies both criteria. That is, one might search for a

value claim which ,also,a factual claim (ois to clinch It

which everyone agrees is a fact) Although Scriven has not,

print, exPlained

identify a claim

But-yhat,of

not

a value claim

-least in

the strategy in these same terms, he did set out to

to value which is also,a claim to factual truth. Ergo;

example, ,it's just a fact,that
watches -are lousy timepieees. It!_s

value=judgment 7_6)-1
_ -

Shaver's-argument that
.

,pinleVer
a-faCt-that_that

thiS'is'an example of-evalUation,
_

of valuing? According to Shaver

_by wh-ch evaluations:are,made-

-

valuing is establishing the criteria

(1;117) ScriVen't- pin-lever Watch"
=

example-, theni:the WOrd:tiMepleee
_

gestp,- that watch :Ought: be - judged
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according to its ability to keep time. The assertion, atch ought to

be judged by its ability to keep time," fits Shaver's definition of val-

uing:

Making value judgments is a matter of deciding

what the criteria should be; that is of deciding what

is right or is important." (1:117)

The next question, then, is whether the assertion, "the set of criteria

used to judge timepieces ought to include time-keeping ability," is equally

subject to logical-empirical test. It could be argued that any claim to

the opposite is simply an open contradiction, because to begin with the

assertion, "the set of criteria used in judging watches ought to include

time-keeping ability, is so tightly constructed that it is very nearly

tautological. In this case any argument to exclude time-keeping ability

a criterion becomes nonsensidal baffling 'absurd. One

however, on this sort of analySis in o der to understand the two argumenta,

Such reasoning Is simply an-attempt.to short-cut experiende anyway,:and

the acid test is to be found-In-the consequen -s

for pur lives. -SP-pp° et out to

the two points view

purchase a watch. Suppose also

.Chat it is 00r_pUtpose to °Wit:a-device which4 among ether things.,will:keep
, _

time. 'Should we compare the:Various instruMents available according to their

time7keeping ability?-

Unfortunately, this line es renewed energyzto,those who Mould -argue.
-.

Shaver's point in-:the ektreme; for it,proVideathem an Opportunitytoiinquire_

-

whether ti
,

e oughtto be kept at all. --They might further argue, thatin-order

to show that ohe should evaluate a watch to be purchased against its ability

to keep time, one would have irst demonstrate the Aesirability of

keeping time at all. This is essentially the samelargument, even thhugh it
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means to lead us back to Noah's Ark. That poses no real problem for

Scriven, however, because it can be shown that-Noah's Ark is net an

untestable assumption; r ther, Neah's Ark is a set of facts, e.g.,

I want to live-. In any _event, fhe important point is that in-most dis-

putes of- this kind we need not go far et.all before- the real differences

in opinion dissolve. If one.seriously wanted to press the question, Why

keep time at all? the st ategy for thinking about it is much the sam

what are the consequences, in terms of our 17ives, of not keeping time?

The argument bece es a bit iore complicated simply-because although

may be desirable for all watches purchased to keep accurate time, it may

not be desirable fer all those who could wear watches to be-time keepers.:.

.
The question maybe considered as a.general one, however, that.is, should

time be Rept by anyone? The proof then,.-..ia:felund in expr_rience:---_what.

would happen If no one kept time ? The :coarse of the argume t from:this

point on is clear. the objections to the clai "the value of a watch

as a time-keep ng instrument may be:empirically known"'border on and invade

tedium, and become, anyone1s living purposes inane.
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There is little to contrast between the educators grouped in Category

IV and the axiologists selected for this study becau e the two are in

agreement about the nature and function of valuing. The belief that

the tasks of substantive ethics are not decisional (48:41) and the belief

that 'causal connexions are at the heart of.value judgments" and, there

f re, "amenable to the logic of scientific inquiry," are quite compatible

with the views of the axiologists. It is true that Alitelle did not,

the article cited, distinguish, as 3es Moore between value judgments of

a causal nature and value judgments which assert that some thing (sic) is

good in itself (71:23); nevertheless they both reject subje tivism,

relativism and other brands of nonanalytical ethics, and th y both endorse

the view that value nable to the logic of scienti ic inquiry.
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Axi 10 ts Contrasted to Social Scie ce Educators Category V

While Toulmin has argued that the function of ethics is to*change

our feelings, the edu ators grouped in Category V support the view that

it is the function of feeling to decide questions of val e. The dis-

agreement between the educators.and the axiologists on the relation of

feelings to values is not easily understood, partly because the axiologists

have not answered the specific claims put forward by educators there is

very little communica ion between the two fields) and,partly because the

positions held by educators are not always clear. If it is held that

values are feelings, then one of the differences is that axiologists claim

a distinction between feelings and values, a distin tion not made by

Category V educators. Or if the educators mean to say that it is our

feeli gs, our emotions, e.g, anxiety, love, hate etc., that play the

ajor role in shaping what we believe about values,

the rest might if they were in a pessimistic mood,

quick to observe

Scriven, Lewis and-

agree. They Would be

however- that even though one might let his _feelings .

determine what he believes to be valuab he will not have foünd.a reliable

method of det rmining what is valuable simply because the feelings one

has for phenomena are neither a complete nor reliable measure of their real

value. Whether a particular serum is valuable for inoculating against
7fi

smallpox is a question quite independent,of the revulsion I may experience

_

when I-learn how the serum is made.

Nore direetly
_ _

to the., por,int hoWeyer _iS "TonlMin view that e

of-feeling:are hot- ullyrde udgIllette_ at_al,

_"Theistarting_point of thisthe imperative> approach_

isfthe-doctrinetthatincailing-anything,i-good:or
OnlyeVineing--_(dieplaying)-ourjfeelings_

tOwardsjit.-1-InI_SaYing
_ r

_
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example, we are (it is said) doing no more, from
the logician's point of view, than if we cried
'Stealing!' in a peculiarly horrified tone."
(72:46)

About this weakness in the imperative approach, Toulmin concludes:

"Sometimes when we make ethical judgments, we are
not just ejaculating. When we say that so-and-so
is good, or that I ought to do such-and-such, we
do so sometimes for good reasons and sometimes for
bad ones. The imperative approach does not help
us In the slightest to distinguish the one from the
other--in facts by saying that to talk of reasons
In this context is nonsense, it dismisses our
question altogether. However, the doctrine is not
only false but innocuous, for it draws its own fangs.
If, as we must, we still refuse to treat ethical
judgments as ejaculations, its advocate can produce
no further reasons for his view. By his own account,
all he can do is to evince disapproval of our proce-
dure, and urge us to give it up, it would be in-
consistent of him to advance 'reasons' at this stage.
And if, instead, he retorts, 'Very well; but nothing
else will get you anywhere,' that is a challenge
worth accepting, a prediction worth falsifying."
(72:60)

Toulmin's argument is very p rsuasive
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especially the

f the hypothetical challenge; so persuasive,

fact that to do other than re the imperatiVe approach would be'in-

consistent with:theaims this thesis and the-intellectUai

'Vhich it is redponsible. In -rder to-aeceptthe'imperative doctrine
, .

_(as-a theoretical_base f- -_the_developMent of-curriCula which deal-with

valueS), I-must-have reasoris'in suPPot-of-it.---Tet_by-theirowmadmission,

no reasons can be given_insupport of the Imperativist

Toulmin'

view.

riticism of-the subjective doctrine, of which ImperativIsm

is a part, is relevant to this point:

"In-ils simplest form,,the sublective,doctrine has an ,

ObViduS,:defe'Ct: If-it Were7trUe,- therewOdld be
_

laothing,te,-_esald when tWo people_ -asserted-opposite
VieW6-abekit the value of any ObjeCtOr-aCtiOn. Once
'againhoweVetingenious:_emendations:Areciffered in
-t-he_h6Pe of saving the doctrine: these jshall-have--
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to consider in detail. I shall show that any
theory based on the subjective doctrine must have

one fatal weakness; that the concept of 'attitudes'

(or whatever concept the new theory relies on in

place of 'feelings') cannot, as long as it retains

a special reference to the speaker, do what is

required of it--for no subjective theory can give

any account of what is a good reason for an ethical

judgment, or provide any standard for criticizing

ethical reasoning." (72:29)

The Imperativists treat ethical questions in ways that are perhaps

more appropriate to the consideration of aesthetic questions. Emotive

responses are appropriate when dealing with certain kinds of aesthetical

questions, but only in a much more limited and entirely differe t way

when dealing with ethics. Interestingly, the di tinction between questions

of ethical value and Of aesthetical value is not made by

educators revi wed fo_ this study.*;

of the

*Theinvestigator_has done_-so in IlThe_Fact-YalueMyth

Fabruary1970.
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Axolo:ists Contrasted to Social Science Educators: Cate ory VI

Closely allied to the belief that values are feelings, or derived from

feelings, is the notion that iues are simply indications of preference.

As I mentioned earlier, this group of educators may not be distinguish-

able from those classified in Category V; it is not clear whether the views

put forward by Category VI educators are simply insignificant deviations

away from the larger theme, that values are feelings. In any event, the

disagreement between the axiologists an- these educators, regardless of

their proper group placement, is quite sharp: if vaJues are simply in-

dication of preference, then a y inquiry into values cannot be scientific

in the lea t. the rid of values is simply the world of preference

manifest, then all questions of value must be decided by individual tei

subjective relation

judt as imporant, if questions of other-than-ae thetit value, are to:be

decided by preference one would never know whether to believe that they

should be so .de ided . For.this point. of .view falls pr

criticism as that made of the belief that values are feelings (the

perative approach). Further, I frequently prefer that which is bad, both

for me and for others, and disdain that which is good, and an individual's
_

sense of preference is not .alwa37a fficient basis for predicting the

_

value-Of an -experience'. For, eXamp= e, one mmediate:preferende Might be

put-off-readinga_difficUltbdo

proVe--to be ver

-when-in-fact reading the book would

thereare many things in this
E

,

,
world c-Whith, I- do -because -rthey- are- goodl-
_ _ _ _ -

=them.

T-to-avaid:L_
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Axiologists -ontra ted to Social Science Educators= Category VII

The view that values have a factual component, that there are factual

conegaAyations involved in many value issues, but that the value issue

itself is "a matter of opinion" (Goldmark); the view that any attempt

to analyze a value claim must eventually wind down to a subjective

question is not explicitly dealt with by the axiologists selected for

this study, because it is not a popular argument In pbllosophy. The

axiologists discussed here have considerable to say about subjectivism,

and considerable to say about analytical ethics; but they have only by

implication somethine to say about those who declare themselves ob-

jectivists during the first three quarters of play and subjectivis s

(when the going gets rough) during the last quarter of play.

Nevertheless, there is at least clear, if not explicit, disagreemeat

between the educators and the axiologists on this point, and it may be

understood. The objection raised to decisional valuation is appropriate

here; that is, if any inquiry into values must whether it is undert ken

analytically to begin with, dis olve, in the end, into subjectivism, there

is no reason to begin the inquiry-In the first place .

an analysis o

If the restlts of

value question do no t Indicate .clearly what should- be

valued, there is no need to undertake

use th

the analysis at all, unless. it is.

analysis to strip away the chaff so that the-essence

problem (the value question itself) may be understood. Buy why, then,

bothertà understand the problem? -If the answer is elusive-whether the

question is clear or note-indeed, if there is no answereewhy should one

put himself out to do a lot of tough intellectual legwork? There is no

104
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profit In it. But even hare there is sharp disagreement bet een the

educators and the axiologists: Toulwin Lewis, Scriven and the rest

all contend that value questions are 'fully amenable to scientific

inquiry and that analytical treatment of a valUe question will in-

dicate what ought to be believed about it.
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ALc1212Alsts contrasted to Social _Science Educat Category VIII

Of the axiologists referred to in this study, Scriven Is most direct

in objecting to the idea that one s values are arranged in a vertical

hierarchy. This is not to say that some values are not more or less Im-

portant than others; rather, it means that if one set out to (Aiagram

his value system, the schematic would look more like a c nstellation of

stars than readings of a thermometer, or as Scriven puts it, more like

a "net":

It may well be

"The system of a man's values is a net and not a

knotted string. It is a web that stretches across
our lives and actions and connects them with the
threads of reason. It may be that a net only ties
holes together, but it still has to have some poin

of attachment. The rational tension in the cords
often makes it necessary to adjust these points of
attachment, as we add new connections or the old

holding points move around, hut this internal tension

is not self-supporting. There must be points of
attachment, and they should be secure ones. No

point of attachment is immune to these adjustments;

so there are no ultimate values, in the sense of
unquestionable or Indefensible ones. But certainly

some vaJues are more important than others; that is,

more numerous threads run from them " (76)

hat it is impos ible

lik "it-is bag to lie, "kill ng

to arrange in manne values

s wrong conduct " or "it is good to

treat D,ther, equa ly. Those judgments can surely be shown to be wrong

in some instances, and therefore, if taken literally, completely wrong.

Surely thce are situations.in 'whi h it is wrong to tell the truth and

reat others unequally'. But proponents of such views donot

maau fcr those expressions to be taken-4s anything more than indidatio-s

af general'intent. .As indicationa-of geneizal, intent they are so ambiguous

as to border on meaninglessness, arid one would have to do a lot o

flipping in order t decide-the relative value of equality, honest



integrity, and respect. Concerning lying then, one might be said to

have many values, _
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that in some situations lying is wrong, in others

right, and in still others irrelevant. The notion that one can hier-

archically stack his values, one on top of the other, is closely connected

to the belief that values are principles, universals, massive general-

izations that should be folloted to the letter regardless of the situation.

But this is the surest way to make unethical behavior inevitable.
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Axiolo1sts Contras ed to Social Science Edu ato Cate:or IX

The belief that values should be analyzed in specific contexts

very much consistent with the axiological views described in this study.

At the Marin Conference, Scriven argued that massive generalizations

like, "Killing is ong," should be taken as first place indicators, as

starting places for analyses of very specific claims about very specific

situations. The assertion, "Killing is wrong, must be accepted as an

initial indication of one's general attitude toward killing, or it must

be rejected as literally false. The "prima f cie equality of rights

rule," for example, reads people should be t_eated equally unless there

i s good reason fur treating them unequally"; it is not an unqualified

endorsement of equality.

.

What is just as important is the fe.ct that out-of-context generaliz tions

do not lend themselves to analysis. The best one can do if asked to respond

to a question like, Is it wrong to st al? i to say, "somet es," because

the claim, It is wrong to steal, is as most people mean it, many, many

one. Eithdrseparate-assertion8 ambiguously-wra.pped up into

or it is..the eaSiest questten te AnSwer ever asked. To asy.- tudents

accept As literally true such mass ve g neralizations as "I -is w ong to

steal" is to paralyze them ender them helpless when it comes to real

world problems.
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Axiologists Contra ted toSocia1 Science Educators: Cate ory X

The view that students do acquire values through such processes as

"ide tification," and that it is. therefore, the job of the educational

sy tem to discover efficacious ways of assisting those processes has at

lea t one very serious defect: the conclusion does not follow from the

premise. It d es not follow from the observation that students do ac-

quire values through nonanalytical processes that they ought to acquire

values through nonanalytical processes. Indeed, the Opposite conclusion

seems more reasonable. It is as though once having discovered that

students are being made the victims of subtle influences, educators con-

cluded that we ought to make the influences insidious as well as subtle,

and the students vulnerable as well as receptive.

From one angle, none of the theories put forward by educators is more

antithetical to scientific ethics than the "Psycho-Soeial Acculturation"

line; for it is precisely that which analys s resists; it is precisely

because we are conditioned and subjected to various influen es we do not

fully understand, that we ought to learn how to eonselously and delibe

tely analyze and evaluate the vari us-beli f candidates ,put before us.

Anything less e. identificatory learning, is nothing less than

sophisticated technique for brainwashing . To teach students to value X

by identifYing*With' eSpeCted thers"who value X i- to set-them up like

clay pigeo s the thou ands of commercial advertisements which rely on

that echn que to sell'their preducts. -To provide students with models

with which to identify may s 11 the produCt whether it is an idea a deo-

'dorant.., or a ride in the friendly skies) b t it won t help the buYer-

decide whether it ought 'to be bought.
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Chapter V: ANALYSIS OF CURRICULUM MATERIALS

This chapter is an analysis of seven secondary social studies curricula

which are described in the Marin Social Studies Froject"Directory of Research

and Curriculum Deveiopnent Projects." The purpose of this analysis is to determine

the extent to which these materials incorporate valua ion theories which are

axiologically unsound, the extent to which these materials contain valuatio

theories which are inconsistent with the fuadamental purposes of inquiry and

the positions endorsed by the a iologists selected for this study.
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Curriculum: The Amherst Project

Director: Brown, RichL, , H.

Materials:

Collective Security in the 1931 tudent text and

teacher's guide)

2. Korea and the Limits of Limited War udent text and

teacher's guide)

3. Hiroshima (student text and t acher's guide)

4. Communism in America (s udent text and teacher's guide)

5. Freedom and Authority in Puritan New England (Student text

and teadher's guide)

What Happened on Lexington Green?

-guide)

tudent text and teacher's

These materials are noticeable lacking in reference to values and

valuing. The questions in the materials aia analytic ra her than evaluati

There seems to be nothing built into the materials which would either

discourageor 'ass'_t.either an ob3ective or sObjective approach to uSing

them. The teacher'l ake no explicit reference valuing.
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Curriculum: Asian Studies Curriculum Project

Director: Michaelis, John and Robin McKeown

Materials: 20th Century Asia: An,Anthology

This anthology is a collection of short readings from a variety of

sources. The authors make no recommendations regarding valuing

rategles.
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Curriculum: Sociological Resources for the Social Studies

Director: Angell, Robert

Materials:

1. The Incidence and Effects of Poverty in the :United

States (teacher's guide)

2 Images of People teacher's.guide)

3.- Leadership in American Society (tea __r's guide)

4. Testing for Truth (teacher's guide)

The following statement appears in the preface of each of the above

titles, as part of the author's introduction to the material:

"It may be wise to point out to students that SRSS materials

are concerned primarily with the way things are, not the way

they ought to be. SRSS episodes are concerned with facts

of social life, with the concepts and methods which these

facts can best be uncovered and analyzed, and with general

statements of the relationships and processes that flow from

such analyses. Occasionally students are encouraged to

examine and critically weigh action alternatives that may

be potential solutions to social problems. This is what

they will have to do as citizens. But SRSS takes ne stand

on preferred solutions. Careful study of this episode

should help the students in analyzing action alternatives

since the episode Is designed to deter discussion based

solely on opinion." (p. 1)

This paragraph I sngge tive ef the commonly made dis

facts and values; that statements of what ught to

separated from the "facts of social life

the ma erial , given this introductory

the nd the "ought," evidence of a

'approach to the_'seci 1-problems stUdent

critically-weigh."

Le sOn eleven of "The Incidence and Effe ts of Pove

in tion between

_re somehpw sharply

' One would e pect to find in'

ference to the difference between

subjectivistic or relativistic

are encouraged to "examin and

-States" is entitled "What

y- n-the Unite

Best?" The following.statement is give: as 'the
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objective of the lesson:

"To have students use their knowledge of poverty gained
from the study of this episode to assess therelative
merits of the two types of'poverty programs--those
providing cash benefits and those- providing goods and

services." (p. 74)

The authors recommend, as a "suggested teaching procedure," that

"Before any discussion takes place of this question, have
the students indicate which type of program they are sup-

porting. Record the results of this vote on the board

under the appropriate headings--cash or goods and services.
Zrhe results of this vote will be compared with the results

from a second vote to be taken during Lesson 12, after
students have been exposed to conflicting viewpoints on

this question.) Following the vote, have those students

supporting cash benefits move to one side of the room and

those supporting goods and services to the other. Then

place the following headings-on the board.

ARGUMENTS FOR ARGUMENTS FOR GOODS

CASH BENEFITS AND SERVICES

"Starting with, one side of the room, have a student present

an arguivent in favor of the program he-is supporting and

write the key points of thie argument on the board. Then

move to the other side:of the room and see if you can get

a counterargUment. ThiSkind of argumentecoueterergument
discussion Should result in a lively debate between
supporters of the two kindeof pregrams.

"Keep in mind that there are no firm answers. Students should

be allowed to discuss freely and should feel free to challenge

the statements.of their classmates.' Your job as discussion
le-leder is simply to elicit as many' and as full responses as

3746u can from the students.' This lesson should end with many

'loothe ends as far as positions are concernec1:," (p. 74)

Aside from the matter of the discrepancy between the

"Before any d scus ion takes place on this question have the students in-

ommendation that

dicate whi h type of program they_are upporting" and the

statement in the ' ervie ...the-episode

based solely opinion

Made about this lesson:

ientation

is designed to deter discussion

hare are a number of observations that can be



The statement, "Keep in mind that there are no fi m

answers," is suggestive-of a relati 1 tic or sub°

ctivistic (but more likely the former) view. If

we take the atrthors literally, that there are no

flAi Answers, then it can be ..7.ald that they have

given us a very powerful reason for not_ using the

materials, (The word "firm" Is somewhat ladking in

precise meaning, but doesn't seem unreasonable to

infer that they mean something like "reliable" or

"factual" or "right ") because if all the terials

hold out is a promise of an answer which cannot be

relied On, why undertake the inquiry. The impression

one gets from this lesson is.:that the authors believe

that two people can be equally entitled to hold con-

tradictory views. Scriven argued at the NArin C m-

ance that

".. the-tronble with that position is _that it's
inherently contradictory. You cannot both teach
students_that_they are entitled to alternative
viewe-and-that they are not_ entitled to alternati_ ve
vieWs YoU'ean't.teaCh'them:-that they are- jUstified
b _ nO -rght. Ifthey are equally-entitled to
alternativp:Views,,thyare.not entitled-to them.
ow_can.I:isithere an:(:Lf5ay, .1:Of:course M.'M'right
e.lsays:I'm. perfectly .p_titled.to this vieW; of.

6:)11s6i 116 ATho sys- 66-'-'perfeCtly-e'ntitied -tor
Aow on:what basis do I decide what to do?" (76)

ill

But whats r-L1- Conception-might bring one to_bellev
_ _ =

two people are equally-entitled ta, hold contradictorY

-Quite likely, it is this-: that-the purposerof Social studies

lesons, of --this_---_ kind_ is _ to__ give students- an _opportunity to;
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defend their views,as opposed to

various points of view they could adopt. And that leads

me to the second point:

2. By asking students to take a position 'and then hear other

views and argu-e ts (which is what this lesson c lis for),

one increases the probability that when they hear the

opposing views they won't understand them. Because there Is

something contradictory, and unfair, abbut asking a student

to both defend his existing views and_ analyze and evaluate

opposing arguments; it Is unreasonable to ask a student to

simultaneously show why he Is rig17t_ and at the same time find

Out whether he is ong.

The comment, "This lesson should end with many loose ends as

far as positions a e concer_ed," can be taken as an endorse=

ment of either subjectiVism or relativism, If the authors

mean there should be ho concerted attempt to resolve the

various disputes whiph arise. But this looks More like-

intellectual nihilism than -atolerant attitude toward- das-

c&ission. and Scrivenls,comme-_ts about

are appropriate to this point.
.

equal entitlement"

another place on the

same Page the author comMents "Both views can be def nded,

as the tudents will see. in their next hom work assignment."
---

t are wa to infer what i implied . . that b views
.,. ,

n,be defended. _qually_well7 And if this Is the ca a, if%
-:

. ,

It- is in fact- tr a that, both poSitions.can-be supported

equall- strongly, then we have, but- another good .reason for
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for not using the materials. For on what basis will

the student c :e to a decision about what he believes?

If he examines thoroughly the merits of the opposing

views, he will, acco-ding to the author, discover that

both sides are justified. Would we then be guilty of

playing games with the students mind?

The other guides produced by this project have some of the SLIlle

characteristics as this one, and users should be alert to the sorts of

difficulties described abcve.
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Curriculum: Your Rights and Responsibilities as an American Citizen from
the Committee on Civic Education

Director: Quigley Charles and Richard Longaker

Materials: Your Rights and Responsibilities as an American Citizen, A
Civics Casebook. Student Text and Teacher's Guide

The student materials consist of "situations and cases involving most

of the important principles of constitutional democracy, and those concepts

in the Constitution and Bill of Rights that are designed to preserve the

essential values of American democracy." (p. 1, teacher's guide) Quigley's

conception of the proper way to treat the materials is set forth in the

first several pages of the teacher's guide:

"These units deal with controversia' issues. A particular
philosophic position concerning the proper role of teachers
in the public schools in a free society underlies the develop-
ment of the teaching methods and materials presented in this

guide and in the Civics Casebook. According to this position,
instruction concerning issues about which there is a wide

range of learned opinion should not be a teaching of the truth
or falsehood of opinions, but should he concerned with an
identification of issues and of the values involved, an under-
standing of considerations relevant to the issues, and a dis-
cussion of the probable consequences of different solutions

to issues.

"This position is based upon .-.., belief in the dignity of man and

a 'faith in his intelligence. That is to say, a belief that in
a. free society it is the right of each individual to use and
interpret experience in his own way, and a faith that, given
the opportunities to gain knowledge and the freedom to choose
between alternative courses of action, most men will choose
wisely most of the time through the use of their own intelligence.

"Thus, it is not the proper role of the teacher when presenting a
controversial issue to attempt to make choices for the students
or to teach in such a manner that choices are not open to them.
The teacher should not try to develop a consensus of opinion

on the many issues covered in-these units. Students should
leave the eless 'with differiagETJAkIl_s_. However, as a result
of these units their opinicns should reflect a more profound
understanding of the isSnes than they did when the students

entered the class. The teanher can andshould play the in-
valuable role of helping students deepen this understanding



in a manner that promotes freedom of inquiry, critical

reflection, and rational choice."(teacher's guide, p. 1-2)
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There are three major points in the foregoing with which the axiologists

reported in.thiS study take exception:

1. If Quigley mean:- by the comment there "should not be a

teaching of the truth or falsehood of opinions" that teachers

should not dictate conclusions to the students, then there

is, on that point at least, no inconsistency between

Quigley's position and the axielogical position set forth

in this study. If, on the other hand, Quigley means that

the purpose of Instruction should not be to teach students

how to resolve those disputes, that there should be no con-

elusions, that there shou.,d be no teaching of the truth or

falsehood of opinions because opinions cangot be said to be

true or false, he has placed himself in direct opposition

to the view that ethics is a science. From the axiological views

ported earlier it is futile to "be concerned with an identi-

fication of issues and of the values involved, an understanding

of considerations relevant to the issues, and a discu sion of

the probable consequences of different solutions to Issues"

u less one has some expectation of

some e

es lying those issues,

pectation-of showing that so e conclusions are

unwa rentable and others valid. To deny the validity of such

expectation is to truncate the- inquiry process and make it

Pointless. It may well be Quigley s purpose to build Into

the curriculum protection against,indoctrinat7.0n-

itl should be Unfortunatelytaking out th ort.of

well
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Insurance emasculates Cne process altogether

and destroys whatever rationale one might have for engaging

in it. Why should a student undertake an examination of

a controversial issue if he knows at the outset that there

is no way to tell whether one opinion is any more or less

valid than another?

2. In the second paragraph, Quigley says that "this position

is based upon a belief...that in a free society it is the

right of each individual to u e and interpret experience

in li own way.... From the axiologists' point of view,

man is not and should not be free to interpret experience

"in his own way." Rather, the i quirer must be responsible

to the dictates of the scientific method, to the rules of

reason, and not, for example, to his conscience. A word

here about the s urce of this view is appropriat Quigley,

like many social science educators, is rightly concerned

with ,preventing indoctrination. The view that students mus

b free to ma*e theirto n dec sions derives from a faulty

conclusion, judged:iMproper for_someonetha it

to tell another the ri ht and ue conclusion t a problem,

then t must fo that ach person must be free to make

up his own,mind. The possibility--that there is other

alternative has apparently not occurred anY educators

That that some thing, opposed o some'person-,- an be .

elied on to .rive at corr ct .judgments
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course, is reason.

The third point that needs examination is Quigley's

remark in the third paragraph that "Students should leave

the class with differing opinions." One need have little

doubt that if the teacher follows Quigley's advice in the

two preceding paragraphs, students will leave the class

with a great variety of opinions. But it follos from the

claim that if ethics is a science, thatIstudents should no

more leave the classroom with differing opinions about an

ethical issue than they should leave a biology classroom

with different opinions

the regeneration of lun

course, but not because

about the effect of carcinogens on

tissue.

the

:Oossibly they will, of

problem in biology is a Ecientific

problem- and the other not. If they leave the classroom with

d-ffering positions, each position valid.relative to the

person who takes it,. ,very little has been gained. Further-

more, It Islikely- that'the students-have not learned how

to analyze value.iSsues.
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Curriculum: Holt Social Studies Curriculum

Director: Fenton, Edwin, general editor

Materials: Comparative Political Systems, Student Text and Teacher's Guide.

Comparative Political Systems, the student text, makes no reference to

value analysis values, value .lidging, value vroblems, etc. The teacher's

guide contains but a single paragraph desc iption of the underlying con-

ception of the valuing process. None -f the recommended discussion questions

in the teacher's guide requires valuing. Each.of the six sections in that

guid is preceded by a list of some three or four specific value judgments

which the student is expected to acquire.

Consequently, very little can be said abo-t the ways in which the valuing

processes in this curriculum contrast to the valuing pI cesses employed by

axiologists. It is not that the valuing strategies are impli It; rather,

they are missing. Thete is, however, the one paragraph:

"The good citizen also has a set of values eonFisLrnt with a

democratic creee. The Holt Social Studies Curriculum presents
controversial issues which challenge the student's values and
which encourage him to reflect upon his values and to resolve
value conflicts in the light of-evidence. The goal is reflection,

not consensus. If a student emerges from the curriculum with the

same values he held at the beginning of his study, he still will

have learned how to support his values intelligently. If, on

the other hand, he finds that some of the values he has held have
failed to Pass the test of evidence, he can abandon them for

others. In either case, he will gain a better knowledge of
himself and the world around him.0

There are a number of points in the above which.contrast t

t ken bY 'the a iologi ts selected fer this study:

the position

The goal of vain_ analysis- is neither reflection '1MD c n-

sensns: rather, it is resolution. -Reflection is a means
-

o the end. To_say that the go 1 is reflection is to say that

there s no P oduct the process--Other than engagement
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the process itself. There is no reason to begin an

analysis of value problems if the only anticipated outcome

is the knowledge that one has engaged In the analysis. One

undertakes-an analysis of a value problem with the reasonable

expectation of working toward the resolution of a problem;

and one does that in order to know how to act. Now it may

be that one will not be able to resol e satisfactorily the

question asked; but that is certainly what must be hoped

for if the analysib, the incluiry,

recreational value, It may be that there is a contradiction

in that paragraph. Fenton declares refl ctIon as the goal

and at the same time claims the-Holt Social Studies Curriculum

will "encourage" the student " to resolve value conflicts in

the light of e idence." If resolution is, the central aim,

then reflection is simply a means to that end, and not a

goal in itself,

TheTsecond point that needs to be lo

claim that "If a: st dent emi

to have other than

cci at is found in:

ges from the curriculum

with :th- saMe Values he held at the beginning of his studY,

still will have le rned h w to support his values In-

lligently. There Is an interesting , and highly suspect
_

premise underly3.ng this claim, I e. , that such a student

would have been rght in all his conclusi ns from, the

beginning, and simply lacking the necessary ,support.fOr th se
.

-_concluslons_. Tghat is more 'likely i s that Fento 's remark

.derives from a subjeCtivi tic view of values a d that I
_
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matters not which conclusions the student .comes to so

long as he Is able to "argue" in support of those con-

clUsi ns.

There is some reason to belleve,.given the tone of-the

paragraph statement on values, that the statement is not so

much intended as a description of a basic conception of

values, as it IS to reassure potential buyers of the Holt

Social Studies Curriculum that the materials would not be

used to influence improperly the values of the students.

Equivocation appears throughout the paragraph: the purpose,

Pf any study of values is one moment resolution and the next

simply reflection; is one moment to encourage students to

expose their values to the t st of evidence:and the next to

provide the student with room to believe whatever he wants.

-Suth purposes are incompatible: if one Is willing to submit

his values t- the test of reason, he must abandon altogether

belllicense to Lelleve what he wa
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Curriculum: The Public Issues Series; Harvard Social Studies Project

Director: Oliver, Donald and Fred Newmann

Materials:

1. "Cases and Controversy," a guide to teaching the

series.

"Taking A Stal--,d," a student booklet.

Various student Pamphlets from the series.

"People often believe that matters of lopiniOn' on such topics

as religion or politics, have no right answers and cannot be
resolved through rational discussion. This assumption,
strengthened by contact With people of strong opinion, leads

to the tolerant notion that each is entitled to his opinion,
with the implication that all QpiLiions are equally valid.

"We disagree. 'Opinion' issues can.be resolved through rational

discourse. There are objective standards for judging the

rationality and validity of positions and thereby showing that

some opinions are better than others...Briefly, a position or
opinion that is supported by reliable evidence, that is con-

sistent, that takes into account analogous situations, and that
offers useful definitions of vague terms is more valid than a
position that is unsupported by evidence, inconsistent, in-
sensitive to analogies, and uses ambiguous language." (p. 7,

"Cases and Controversy," the teacher's guide)

Taken at face value, this stateme t f position would encourage one to

conclude that Oliver and NewMann's poSition on value analy larg ly

iste t w th the views of the axiologists selected for this study. It

is not, however, an e plidit refer n

reader has difficulty understanding

to value atment, a d a careful

precisely the p

Newmann take on the quest1 n of the relation of fact

ion Oliver

to alues.

and'

There are a number of passages in the Teach r s Guide and in the St-dent

Manual, "Taking-A Stand, hidh fu the,: 'obsc ire the-matter. In the paragraph--

following the ab ve quotation, Oliver and:Newmann say that-

"The assnMptien that most-Assue-

factual 'information- (as opPosed to discussion Is unacceptable.
-

First, disci-I-salon is an impertant Vehicle for- mmUniCating

an be stAtled by acquiring
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'factual' information and for deciding at what points more
information is needed. Second, we would argue that it is
humanly impossible, for the student as well as the citizen,

to gather all relevant information before making most

decisions. We are inevitably forced to decide before we can

muster enough information. Discussion ean make our 'uninformed'

decisions more rational. Finally, even assuming that it would
be possible to settle factual issues through the accumulation
of evidence, there still remain ultimate questions of value and

meaning. Such questions cannot be resolved simply by gathering

inUpLmation. What we consider to be valid evidence is itself
largely determined by our positions on nonfactual issues."

p. 7, "Cases and Controversy, Guide to Teaching")

There are a number of points in this paragraph which contrast sha ply

to the position taken by axiologists selected for this study:

1. Discussion is not, as Oliver and Newrnann parenthetically

tmPly, a tool of analysis and valuation. There is nothing

Inherent in the methods of group discou se appropriate t

the analysis and valuation of value issues. Discussions are

useful in value analysts only indirectly; that :fs, the

interactions may prompt an analysis of a previously unconsid-

ered point of view, or the interactions may result in the

evaluation of aew evid nce not previously brought to the

attention of che participa ts, or the int ractions may cause

one to detect a bad analogy which otherwise would have gone

Unnoticed. But the Int ractIon is not the

the evaluation,

analysis, is not

not the detection. At best, it can be

as said that di ussion--and this.itself is open to debate

cetr. cn envi onment in which one can proficiently go

-1...yzing and evaluating an issue. The implt stion that

discussi n opposed to information acquisition, ean-nroduce

set'_iements of issues is either true in-a trivial senses _or
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not true at alL It is true in the sense that dis-

cussions may produce za.g.rment. But agreement is neither

equivalent to nor tantamount to resolution. The degree

to consensus one gets on an issue is a weak indicator of the

validity of the conclusion reached. And agreement, which

may be one of the aims of group discussion, is not one of

the aims of the inquirer pua inquirer (because it is not a

reliable test of validity). The comment then that "dis-

cussion can make our 'uninformed' decisions more rational"

is true only in the same sense that "reading will make one_ a

better cook" is true: the co nection is indirect (reading

makes it possible to understand many more recipes, which in

turn makes it possible to prepare a greater variety of

dishes), and the two are di tinct ( eading is not cooking).

Oliver's comment that issues cannot be settled by acquiring

factual informatiOn-is supportable only if one ascribes to

,r-

the -tdrms- factual information" the moSt limited of meanings .

In an equally limited sense,

be settled pnlY by reference

an be said that ±ssies can

factual information, that i

And here it is .that Oliver and Newmann a gue a

point that contrasts sharply to the axiological positions

reported in this study:

".FihallY, even as3uming that it:,would be .possible to.set 1

factual iseues _through-the accumuelatidik.of evi4ri:cei there

still -remain-ultimate'qdestions-of value-and meaning Such

questIons cannot be resolved simply.by gathering informa--

.tion. - (p.. , Capes ,and Controversy, Guide to leachingn .)

T..e implication here is, course, that lue questions are-
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beyond the reach of logical empirical analysis. And that

view Is antithetical to the view that ethics is a science

If Oliver and Newmann mean to say that value questions cannot

be resol-ed by the tools of logical, empirical analysis, then

they have taken a position which is directly antithetical to

the position taken by SCriven, Lewis, Toulmin, Etc. Equally

strong will be the axiologists' objection to t e claim that

"What we consider to be value evidence s itself largely

determined by our positions on nonfactual issues." Because

if that point of view is accepted as a starting premise,

e-erythin; that proceeds from it under the name of analysis

is nonsense. If valid evidence is only that which I deem

valid, if valid evidence is only that which fits the position

I initially take, there':can be ho analysis, let alone di -

cussion. Both analysi- and disc-s ion p e ume objective

'In fairness, h_Tever,standards for the evaluation of

it may be that Oliver

evidence

and Newmann simply mean give us in

that stAt en "What we consider to be-valid eviden e.. non7

fac al iss e brief d ScriPtion of the w y some pe ple do

but should not, treat eviden e which supports points of view:to

that their failure_

t to judge _the legitimacy

the particular poitions:they-take

evidence

_An oversight. -If

.

this is the caSe, hoWeVer, that description cannot.be accepted as
_-

s- --,-

reason not to try o resolve i6gues through logical/empirical

Analysis; rather, It can be_a cepted_siMplyaS _further-reason
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to get about the bu_iness of strengthening students'

ability to gather and evaluate evidence objectively.

The third point, that "it is humanly impossible...to gather

all releva-t information before making decisions" and that

"we are inevitably forced to decide before we can muster

enough infor- ation" is either a truism or it is false. If

Oliver and Newmann mean.to ___gue that one needs all the in-

formation before a reliable conclusion 'Can be reached, then

they have argued a point of view which runs counter to the

experience of science.- 'The hist ry of statistics-is.-good

evidence that-in many, many instances, one needs less than

one percent of the."evidence' in orderto arrive at a cow--

elusion which has a 99% probability of being right. If

Oliver and Newmann ,do not-mean to argue this p int -f'view

as a obje tion to the utility of evidence-colle ting, then

they have simply set f rth a truism. All theevldence IE

n t in on the question, Is the earth spherical in bhape ?'

It is not inconceivable that man will one day d over that

he has been the victim hoax a Uffered under

massive hallucination, and that in fact the e Lth is flat .

n this

thing To say =hat_ ne can Is t

sense no one can gather all the evidence about any-

preclude absolbtely the

posalhi -Y ofIbeing twrong . But -the..qtleation has never-been,

Do _I have 'all'the evidence?---:(and-if,it has the answer has
_

always been=fthe _same.- N question-has been-,- What Is-
. _

the probability that I am wrong given the evidente that Is
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available?

The view that certain Value problems are immune to scientific analysis

is found again in the student booklet "Taking A Stand." The section

"Types of Issue " is subdivided into four parts: (a) Moral or Value

Issues, (b) issues of Definition, (c) Issues of Fact and Explanation, and

(d) Two Broader Kinds of Issues. The separation of parts (a) and (c) is

itself an indication that the authors believe the world of value to be
6

apart from as opposed to a part of the world of fact. That separation is

not precisely lescribed, however nowhere do Oliver and Newmann explicitly

say, for example, that value problems cannot be resolved through logical,

empirical analysis. The closest they come to making an explIcit declaration

that effect is in "Cases and Controversy," the teacher s guide.

Part

th ir s

stra.t.ag

"Finally, even assuming that it would be-possible to settle.

factual Issues -through the accuMulation of evidence-, there-

still remain nitimate queStions.of-val0e..and meaning," (Ibid'.

s forth the basic valuatien model which students: are to use in

dy of controversial issues. The model consIsts of five ma

es which'nstud nts are en ouraged t u e to support or_ch llenge value:

:statements:

Use of Value-laden 'ensilage. Moral or Value-statements

nermally be-lairasedin 'leadedYwords that'giVe:rise -to

strongpersonal feelings. Terms such as-'.killing,"'
holding. the Iaw,' 'impartial! tend to arouse in us positive

Or negativefeelings.: The use of.value7laden,terms is d

shorthand way of--reminding -people:that they have important

value commitments." (Taking A Stand-, p. 30)

can

Oliver 'and Newmann do not make it clear whether_the use-of value-laden

language'is _a strategy aPpropriat _to süpportngor challenging a_vaiue
- ,

;

statement , If they ,mealv-to-say_ that one ought -to--be -alert tip others' 'use 0
,

otional _terms in-anE1 g_meit, then they amid r commended' btrategy not
-
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at all inconsistent with the views set forth by Scriven Lewis, et.

If they mean to say that one ought to "use...value-lad n t m " as a

t chnique for "reminding people that they have important value co mitments"

then they have recommended a device that has more tO do with the dynamics

of group interactions than inquiry. That is, using terms which register

hi h on the emotiona_l_ valence scale In order to point out that the opposition

has done the same has very little, if anything, to do with the analysis and

valuation of contro e sial issues. I am inclined to put little faith in that

interpretation of the line "The use of value-laden terms is a shorthand way

of reminding people that they have important value commitment , however,

because employment of that strategy will not likely help clarify an issue;

indeed, one might expect to arouse increased hostility from the opposition.

Use'of'a respected or venerable source. Value statements
-.May be jUstified by showing that they are Supperted by
asouree that most peeple_consider sacred, respected., or
-venetable:,::the Bible, the Constitution., the Declaration
of Independence,- or the werds of a highly respected public

figure."',

From the view of the axiolo ists selected f r this study,, the use o

"venerable sources" is larg ly irrelevant to the process of justifying

value claims.-

proof P pees .

process of finding agreement among aUthorities is pot a

-The fact that sAyi Y true is not eviden e in-support

f the claimed validityrof Y. The- cellection of names sources which cla

is at least redundant d perhaps taut logical) because it amounts to an

attempt to demonstrate Y by asserting or in this case simply reasserting, Y.

An_increaSe in the number of times it is said that Y is true, regardless how

authoritative the source is 22_t_ additional evidence in support of the claim

that Y-is true._

-
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The importance of this point cannot be underestimated. Failure, to

recognize the difference between "quoting authorities" and proof processes

results in the same effect which accrues to subjectivism: any attempt to

analyze and evaluate an issue is preempted by the understanding that t,ny

position can be justified by simply finding a respected som one wiio takes

a position on it. It muSt be obvious that the impartial observer to an

argument in which authorities are marshalled first in support of one

position and then in support of another is paralyzed: 'whom is he to be-

lieve? As Scriven remarked at the Marin Conference (in reference to a

position taken by another participant), "the fact that you can produce one

bright guy who denies it is nothing. I can produce ten who assert ir."

(from the unpublished transcript )

The use of authorities, then, is not a legitimate, that is, analytic,

app oach to value analysis. And to say that one can lustify a point of view

by marshalling an nities who asse t_ it is_a s us deviation fro

methods of value analysis set forth by the axiologists

tudy.

the

included in this

Prediction of a valued cons quenee. Policy positions

and value judgments are often used together to show that

support of a particular policy will lead to a good end--

a valued consequence.

This approach to value analysis is analytic, and to the ex e t this strategy

mpleyed by students will their analyses reflect the views of the

axiologists. I t, predicting conseqUences is as much at the heart of

scientific value-analyai as any of the analytic processes'commonly employed.

"4. Finding important values-that,conflict (p. 87). 'Policy

positions are commonly, suppoited by'a valUe; s6atement.

But this often does not settle the -iesue, beanse"in-most
-public controversiea-we find morál-vaIie that
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conflict with one another. We could outline the value'

conflict in "The Mutiny' Act" as follows:

Policy Stand: Billy Budd should be hanged,

Supporting Value: Obeying the law is good.

Opposite Policy Stand: Billy Budd should not be hanged.

Supporting Value: It is wrong to take ' life.

Each policy stand is supported by a value statement. But

which do we choose? If we el-loose to obey the law (and hang

Billy), we violate the value of "Thou shalt not kill." If

we aceept the value of "Thou shalt not kill" (and excuse

Billy), we violate the law."

It is certainly true hat identification of values is important if

analysis of value problems is to proceed. 'In the example abov however,

the authors failed to do precis ly that which they recommend themselves,

and instead do precisely that which Scriven has recommended against.

The statement03i1ly Budd sh- ld be haugedlis simply shorthand for the

sta "It woad be good to,hang Billy Budd." For that is what is

meant by the line 'Billy Budd should be hanged." So int one is that

the above what is referred to as a policy stand is also a value judgment.

Arzdl the- lict 1 in the issue about Billy Budd is to be found in the

opposing claims, Billy Budd should be hanged," and illy Budd sho.iidnat

be hanged ' The issue is not hetw ea the general value obeying the law

is good" and "killing is wron To reduce the issue A contest 'between

"Obeying-the law is good" And 'killing is wrong" is te ignore What SeriVen-

has referred to as "Lesson One in analyzing general moral principles" and-

makes the problem uilanalyzable:

"Lesson One in analyzing moral principles is abandon

altogether the medel of the scientific universe of

generalizations. In the first place, "Thou shalt not kill,"

meana killing is wrong in every instance-, ind it obviously

isn t- in any moral system. Rut we feel that there ' s some
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sort of general intention imbedded in that imperative.

We shouldn't feel that. In physics, for example, the

general gas laws are known to have many, many exceptions.

They are valuable because they are useful as beginning

points, as first-place approximations, Okay, that's what

Thou shalt_not kill is. It tells you that the score for

killing on the moral scales is, at first blush, on the

negative side of the ledger.. But it doesn't tell you

what the final score is for particular acts of killing

until you've added up the other side of the ledger,

which may contain overwhelming reasons for actually

killing in some particular case. We've got to stop try-

ing to teach general value judgments and begin analyzing
context-located problems." (From the Marin Conference

Transcripts)

The weakness in the strategy recommended by Oliver and Newmann is that

it suggests the student remove a value problem from a context, and re-

constract it as a problem In conflicting universal generalizations-. _Unless

the student concludes that killing is wrong in every instance or that

obeying the la- is right in every instance therproblem, as reformulated.,

insoluble. The conflict between the two values cannot be resolved ut-
.

side a specifi_ context, unless he is willing to accept one of the two

There is certainly no way the problem

and it would seem that Oliver and

values without any qualification.

can be an lyzed-:oUtside

,Newmann have set for

of advance it.
"5.

nt-e'

a. t ategy which will likely retard analysis instead

Empathetic appeal.. Another way-of mil:Porting :a TolioY
-tend is to link it not with a-general-value,' such as

.saving :life, obeying_ the law, or being impartial, but

tether with the--personal, preference or feelirAsof'
_

another discussant. One might ask, How wou you like

ie if you were Billy Budd, and you_were going to be

hanged ler something you reallY couldn't help?" or

"If you were Captain Neré,'Would you risicryour career

or your ship just-to SaVe the life of:a Commonsailor?"

-
uestions like-this- may- help_ to inspire genuine

_

sympathy,for-the:problemtof individuals-_trapped-in con-

troVersial situations; 'Yet the-'!how-woul&you-feel":
approach to sUpporting arvalue-statement has a,serious-

Shortteming. It canbe easilyceUntered-_bY thiS seatement:
,

1
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"We have to take more than the feelings of.one

person into account. His feelings may go against the

wishes of society. Someone with opposite feelings

may have a legitimate case."

prom the axiologists view, this strategy for analyzing value problems

is altogether Irrelevant unless the value in question is aesthetic.

Effecting empathy in the opposition may be an effective technique of

persuasion, but it is not a legitimate approach to value analysis. The

intensity of feeling one has for Billy B dd in no way lends weight to the

claim that Billy Budd should not be hanged. Any approach to ethic's which

claims to be scientific must reject at the.very beginning the use of

emotional appeals,- not only because 6 otional appeals _ay well be immoral

(interfering with the opposition% attempt to deal rationally with the

problem) but also because it is the Very purPose of the analytic approach

to_make emotional appeals unnecessary.
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Director:

Materials:

The
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Contra Costa C unty Social Studies CurricUlum

Revised 1970. (The Taba Curriculum)

Wallen, Norman E.

Grade Eight: United States: Change, Problems and. Promises.

(a teacher's guide)

oduction (see Key Concepts

following definition of values:

this Currie lum) includes

Those objects, behaviors, ideas, or institutions

which a society or an individual considers import nt.

and desires constitute values." (p, vi )

'Aside from the peculiar notion, implicated by that definition, that

phenomena are Values, rather than have value; that values are those ob-

jects,behaviors etc., which an indiVidual desires and consider

portant there is b-t one significant point to be.made about that

definition: If the authors

dependent of ne

to be important:.

re taken literally, nothing has value i

desire far it.. It is not enough for some phenomenon

must be desired as well. And this is not a ino

point if it is true that there are imp

which are

tent things in this world thin

portant to me, which I don want. The implication of the

definiti n offered is that if phenomenon X-is not desired it has no

value the 'words of the auth rs, is not-a.value). For the

2ncjuarer -who wants to avo

definition is an unsuitable point of departure.

d the various traps o ubje tivism, this

Failure to recognize

that there are many things which 1 ought to value, even though I do in

-fact eSchew

sha ll. lead

t some moment p eludes the possibility tha ,any- inquiry

which have Independent validity.

On the following page the authors remark that values develop throug

vii Are we to take it that

to answer

both nonrattonalr and ratiOnal proce
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values should be as well as are the outc- -e of nonrational prccesses?

Is the teacherto infer from that comment that nonrational valuing

should not be discouraged? There is no doubt that a great many values

have been arrived at nonrationally. The question which needs to be

confronted is should teachers and courses of study, given that values

are frequently arrived at nonrationally, accept that process as

natural and inevitable part of the scheme of things? Or should we attend

to the question how may we teach students to rely on reason as the sole

authority for adjucating value disputes? Nowhere in the materials is

that question considered.

The body of the guide, which sets out the topics questions and

ideas for students to study, makes reference to the need for ju tifying

responses to value questions and the user is encouraged to require

students to treat value issues rationally. There are insufficient

restraints in the materials, however, to prevent one from following a

subjectivistic approach to the value issues ecommended for student study.

_
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UMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMKE.DATIONS TOR FURTHER STUDY

Summary

This study was an attempt to determine whether and if so to what extent

(1) thzre is disagreement among educators about the nature and function of values

and valuing, (2) there is disagreement between social science educators and a

well known group of axiologists about the nature and function of values and valu-

ing, (3) social science educators endorse valuation theories which are internally

inconsistent and/or antithetical to the purposes of inquiry, and (4) social

studies curricula incorporate valuation theories, models or strategies which are

axiologically unsound.

The periodical and book lit rature which reflects and influences the think-

ing and practices of social science educators was examined for refe ences to the

nature and function of values and valuing. These views were then classified for

purposes of finding popular themes about valuing.. The themes-were contrasted to

one another and to the views of the selected axiologists. New so ial studies

curriculum materials were then examined for evidence of valuation theories which

are internally inconsi tent, inconsistent the selected axiolo

or antithetical to the fundamental purposes of i quiry.

Finding

Thefanalyses of-the-book-and periodieal-literature-s- and the-curriduluM=

materials produced the following results:

1.- The onlySignificant:ateaf dgreeMeht among edutatOrs Is-the
_

- - _

delyateepte-&-,belief-that,there .7=a -fundamental-_-differenc
_

--factg- an&vallie sidefram,that'there

,-- ---
'atUreandfurittiOn?;
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disagreements reach even to basic conceptions and definitions

of the term "value."

2. There is a fundamental philosophical disagreement between most educators

and the axiologists selected for this study about the nature of the

relationship between facts and values.

3. Because this disagreem,-. : is basic the theories of valuing popular

among educators are, i_ nearly all important respec s, rejected by

the axiologists selected for this study.

4. There are significant ambiguities, contradictions and inconsistencies

in most of the conceptions of valuing found in the social science

b ok and periodical literature.

5. With two exceptions, the curricula reviewed for this study reflect

the belief in a fundamental difference between facts and values.

The purposes of inquiry are n t served by those conceptions of valuing

which proceed from the belief that there is an inherent difference

between facts and values. Any inquiry which is based on the notion

that the worlds'of fact and value are _11 nally

The primary conclusio study is that the dolideptitins of valuing

Commonly found in-the-literatUre and-curricula of social scienee,educatinn_need_to be

--
,

rethow,ht; the cOMmonlY acCePtecliiotions-of the nature and_function_of-values_

and valuing make inquiry into valueiSsues unreliable, as well as pointless.

We in education have-become-the unwitting victims of a plague of-misconceptions,

-'dontradictions,.:inconsigtencies,_-_ainblinitieS-1-and-mytht,r4bOut'xaluing.
_ _

_

,

thiS7ConlusiOn-are-very''serious,
e-hiV&'-,for'eXample_

_ cdme

baeaSZ
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build an emotional fence around it and resist invasions as violations of

basic God-given democratic rights). If.we continue to treat the study of values

as a subjective, relative process in which raason has, at best, but a preliminary

function (e.g. getting the "facts" of the matter straight "clarifying"

the value conflicts in an issue); if we give to reason anything less than

total autho ity for ad- udicating valne disputes, on what other-than-tyrannical

bases shall the issues which beset us be decided?

Recommendations for further S ndx

This study can be understood as an exarniration of certain philosophical

issues, the re olution of which is prerequisite to getting on with the main

business at hand: developing curricula which teach students the methodology for

analyzing and evaluating social issues. Any future success we have in teaching

students how co rationally examine issues however, shall go for naught if that

instruction rests on ehe currently popular conceptions of the relationship betweer

values and reason. For those conceptions are, as Scriven argued at the Marin

Conference, built

_ There are then a number of studies which need

ere is need to beg n the compilation o prehensive ii

and description of processes aPpropriate to the analysis and val-

=uation of social value issues. HOW_ohe ought to go about identify- ,

ing these -pibeesse6 Is; of Conrte, 'part of the problem. This _much,-

however beeme clear:, investigators who take on-this task sh uld not

-reluetant=toconsider;dbUrces -utside the social science

epitteMolegy-,,and:AXielogy-
--- -

seienceSand-7eii,en, tneology _May-turn, fitable,areas
_ _

17'
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The job of organizing these processes into models for value analysis

which are suitable for ncorporation into curricula is an enormous

task about which we know very little. Nevertheless, the effort must

be attempted if future approaches to value analysis in the classroom

are to be systematic. And even though identifying the processes is

pre-requis te to organi ing them, this second step need not be delayed

until a definitive list of processes has been compiled. Organization

of the processes should be undertaken early in.the going, even if the

lists available are primitive.

There is need to find out what kinds of issues are most appropri te

for student inquiry. It is not enough to. say that students must at-

tend to the most "pressing" social value issues, not only because

there are many more "pressing issues than one could hope to investi-

gate in a lifetime, but also because some valqe problems ay serve

better than others the central purpose: learning the methods of

analysis and valuation.

4) Research ai ed at identifying the aPprepriate age and grade le els

for beginning instruction In value analysis must a1s be started.

Piaget's strategies for discovering optimal ste for introducing

conceptual material of varying difficulty-Might prove-very:useful'

to the investigatorundertaking this task.

(5) There is an immediate need" to'reconstruct-tho-3e cu ricu

_promote subjectivistic,.
ue_issues,

iderablT-by1.1A- ,=A,number-o
_

lengthened

inating those_teachia learning strategieS:wW,_
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.example, are essentially analytic, and would be consistently so if

a number mechanically minor adju t ents were made. This task is

not at all beyond our reach, and offers a number of possibilities

for dissertation resea h.

(6) It is not too early (even though comprehensive lists of processes

appropriate to value analysis have not yet been compiled) to begin

developing micro units aimed at teaching students what is known

about analysis and valuation of value issues. Such units could at

least pave the way for the const uction of entire courses on value

analysis.

The analysis of value issues 4 s one of the most difficult tasks we can put

in front of the child, and yet it is not too much to say that there is no more

important aspect of the social studies curriculum than that which affects the

development of the student s values. The deficiencies in existing curricula

are very erious, and a significant increase

problems of developing defensible

warranted.

trategies-fo

the attention we give the

analyzing value issues is fully
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ABSTRACT

Analysis of Valuation Strategies

in Social Science Education Materials

_Summary

David J. Bond

This study was an attempt to determine whether and if so to what extent

(1) there is disagreement among educators about the nature and function of values

and valuing, (2) there is disagreement between social science educators and a

well known group of axiologists about the nature and function of values aad valu-

ing, (3) social science educato endorse val ation theories which are internally

inconsistent and/or antithetical to the purposes of inquiry, and (4) social

studi s curricula incorporat

axiologically unsound.

The periodical

valuation theories models or strategies which are

and book literature which reflects and infl ences the think-

esof socIal science educators was examined f r references to the

nature and function of values and valuing. These views were then classified for
_

ing and practi

purpo es of finding popular_ themes about valuing. The themes w re cont asted to

one:another and to the views of the _selected axiologists. New social studies _

curriculum materials were then examined for evidence Df valuation theories which

are i ternally inconsiatent, inconsistentWith"the-Viewa of the_selected ax- logists-
_,

^

or antithetital-to--the- fundamentalT,Purposes of _inquiry.

The= analYS es
_

the-baok and-Teriodical literature

materials produce& th

ificant'area of---dgreement athOng--7e neat-Ora-1S the
_

,

funatnt1 -:difference between



facts and values. Aside from that, there is little agreement among

educators about the nature and function'of values and valuing. The

disagreements reach even to basic conceptions and definitions

of the term "value."

There is a fundamental philosophical disagreement between most edu-

cators and the axiologists selected for this study about the nature

of the relationship between facts and v lues.
Because this disagreement is basic, the theoriep of valuing popular

among educators are, in nearly all impo tent respects, rejected by

the axiologists selected for this study.
There are significant ambiguities, contradictions and inconsistencies

in most of the ncep ions of valuing found in the social science

book nd periodical lite
5. With two exceptions, the

the belief in
. The purposes

which pro

ature.

curricula reviewed f this tudy reflect

fundamental d fference between facts values.

inquiry are not served by those conceptions valuing

eed from the belief that there is an inherent difference

between facts and v lues. Any inquiry which is based on the notion

,Conclusions

that the worlds of fact aad value are mutually excl ive is pointless.

_

The primary conclusion of, this study irs that the conceptions of valuing
,

,

commonly found in the:literature and `currioula',Of social-scienCe education need to be

rethenght - ,

; the commonly acepted notions f:the nature and flinctiOn ^of Values, ,

d valuingmake inquirT-in- _ aluk ell as pointless.-

vtqtAiiis of:7a -0Jeonceptions_,-

tefic es --ambiguities --- and' - The

WejjL _edudation:thaVe-b_eco

-.-_ contradiction_



implications of this confusion are very serious. If we continue to treat tbe

study of values as a subjective relative process in which reason has, at best

but a preliminary function (_ g., getting the "facts" of the mat traight

or "clarifying"-the,value conflicts in,an issue)1 if we giVe tp reason anything

less than total authority for adjudicating value disputes, on what other7than

tyrannital ba_ s shall the Issues which beset us be decided?


